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Abstract
Micro sized bulk type resonators have been developed through the last
ve years for application within the electronics industry for cheap low
power and integratable alternative for both passive and active com-
ponents. However, this type of bulk resonator can also be applicable
for bio/chemical sensors where due to the minute size and mass of the
resonators, small amounts of absorbed mass can be detected. A bulk
disk resonator working in a dynamic in-plane mode is used for mass
detection. In this case the MEMS resonator is vibrating close to its
resonant frequency and any mass absorbed or deposited on the sur-
face induces a frequency shift due to the mass change. Bulk resonators
have demonstrated a high resolution and areal resolution compared
with other popular mass sensor devices, and was thus the focus in this
Ph.D work.
After analyzing the mechanical and electrical behavior of the bulk
resonators, a full electrical model was deduced for further design and
simulation. The model is a motional model with series resistance
inductance and capacitance (RLC) paralleled with an extra paral-
lel capacitor. The parallel capacitor brings in the deviation of mea-
sured resonant frequency and also introduces more frequency noise.
Therefore, compensation techniques were used to cancel the eect
of the parallel capacitor. Two interesting compensation techniques
were conducted, the tuneable capacitor and the identical devices pair.
Both compensation methods proved to experimentally decrease the
frequency noise.
This thesis work also introduced a novel measurement technique called
the pulse mode, where the resonator device was not excited continu-
ously such as in a traditional frequency sweep measurement, instead,
the resonator is excited for a short time and afterwards set into free
vibrating around its resonant frequency. Its capability of measuring
the resonant frequency, Q-factor and feedthrough/parasitic capacitor
at the same time is veried both theoretically and experimentally in
air at a high speed. Furthermore, excitation of the devices does not
need any complicated form of feedback. This technique shows a great
potential for mass sensing in liquid mediums where measuring several
parameters will have a huge impact. Initial experiments were also
conducted for humidity sensing. The disk resonator showed a high
sensitivity and a future possibility for real application.
In order to facilitate the integration of the MEMS resonator and the
readout electronics, an active lter tuned oscillator circuitry was de-
signed and simulated with CMOS 0:18m technology. The behavior
of the circuitry was veried with Labview simulink. However due to
the short time, the PhD work didn't include the total physical lay-
out, fabrication or testing of the chip. This work will be followed by
cooperative partners.
Dansk Resume
Micro strrelse bulk type resonatorer er blevet udviklet gennem de sid-
ste fem r til anvendelse inden for elektronikbranchen til lav strm og
billige alternativer til bde passive og aktive komponenter. Dog kan
denne type bulk resonator ogs bruges til bio / kemiske sensorer hvor,
da p grund af den minut strrelse og masse af resonatorer, kan sm
mngder af absorberet masse blive detekteret. En bulk resonator, der
arbejder i en dynamisk in-plane vibrations tilstand bruges til masse
detektion. I dette tilde vibrere MEMS resonatoren tt p sin resonans-
frekvens og eventuelle masse absorberes eller deponeres p overaden
og inducerer en frekvens skift p grund af masse ndringer. Bulk res-
onatorer har vist en hj masse oplsning og arealoplsning sammenlignet
med andre populre massemler enheder, og var dermed i fokus i denne
Ph.D arbejde.
Efter at have analyseret de mekaniske og elektriske opfrsel af den
bulk resonatorer, var en fuld elektrisk model udledte for yderligere
design og simulation. Modellen er baseret p en elektrisk model med
serie modstand induktans og kapacitans (RLC) i parallel med en ek-
stra parallel kondensator. Igennem analysen ser vi at den parallelle
kondensator bringer afvigelse af mlteresonans frekvens og ogs indfrer
mere stj. Derfor blev kompensations teknikker, der anvendes til at
annullere eekten af den parallelle kondensator undersgt. To inter-
essante kompensation teknikker blev udfrt, tuneable kondensator og
den identiske par. Begge kompensationen metoder vist sig at eksper-
imentelt mindske frekvensstjen.
Denne afhandling har ogs indfrt en ny mlemetode kaldet "pulsed
mode", hvor resonator enheden ikke bliver eksiteret kontinuert som i
en traditionel frekvens sweep mling, men i stedet bliver resonatoren
eksisteret for en kort tid og derefter forladt i fri bevgelser omkring sin
resonansfrekven. Metodens evne til at mle resonans frekvens, Q-faktor
og den parallel kondensator p samme tid er vericeret bde teoretisk
og eksperimentelt i luft ved hj hastighed. Hertil kommer, at metoden
ikke har brug for nogen kompliceret form for feedback som gre den
meget letter at indfr i forhold til andre metoder og derfor viser denne
teknik et stort potentiale for masse mlinger i ydende medier, hvor en
simple metode for mling ere parametre vil have en enorm indydelse.
Indledende fugtigheds mlinger blev ogs udfrt og det viste sig at den
bulk disk resonatoren har en hj somhed og en fremtidig mulighed for
reel anvendelse.
For at lette integrationen af MEMS resonatoren sammen med udl-
sning elektronik, var en aktiv lterindstillet oscillator kredslb designet
og simuleret med CMOS 0:18mteknologi. Opfrslen af kredslb blev
efterprvet med LabVIEW Simulink. Men p grund af for korte tid, er
den samlede fysiske indretning, fabrikation eller afprvning af chippen
ikke blevet net. Dette arbejde vil blive fulgt op af samarbejdspartnere.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems(MEMS) was theoretically predicted in 1959
by Richard Feynman [1]. Decades of research within semiconductor device fab-
rication technologies nally realized the rst MEMS pressure sensor by IBM in
1970s. Nowadays, new MEMS technologies (and even Nano Electro Mechanical
Systems (NEMS) [2] are being developed every day. Compared to the similar
fabrication technology such as Integrated Circuitry (IC), MEMS processing is
more complicated due to its combination of mechanical features. However, these
mechanical features in turn introduce extensive applications: sensor [3], actuators
[4], accelerometers [5], switches [6] and so on.
As the most popular application, MEMS sensors can cover a very wide scope
such as temperature, humility, pressure, ow, motion and so on. In addition, with
appropriate chemical functionalization, they can also be employed for detection
of dierent chemical entities such as CO, CO2, alcohols, explosion or biological
entities such as antibody, bacteria, enzyme. One of the outstanding advantages of
the MEMS bio/chemical sensors is that they can detect suciently low quantities
of bio/chemical species which can lead to early detection of disease [7, 8]. As
a result, current research in this eld is focused on maximizing the detection
sensitivity [9, 10].
This Ph.D project is one part of the project 'high frequency resonators for
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liquid based bio/chemical diagnostics and monitoring application', which is com-
mitted to the MEMS sensing applications, in particular mass sensing. The goal
of the whole project is to develop a bulk mode, high frequency, mechanical res-
onator based high sensitivity sensor for bio/chemical detection in air and eventu-
ally aqueous environments . The main principle of the sensor is to measure the
mass changes of the resonator due to absorption of bio/chemical species.Other
Ph.D projects are responsible for fabrication of the MEMS device while this Ph.D
thesis is focused on the high frequency electrical readout for the sensor.
1.2 Mass Sensors
Various resonant mass sensors have been commercially utilized for decades and
novel technologies continue the grow of this family. Normally, the resolution
(m) or areal resolution ( m
Area
) are usually selected to evaluate the eciency of
dierent mass sensors. Below, commonly applied mass sensors are introduced
and their performances are compared afterwards.
1.2.1 QCM
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) as shown in Fig.(1.1)introduced by Saurbrey
[11] in 1959, has been commonly implemented in mass sensing [12, 13]. QCM is
a Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) resonator composed of piezoelectric AT-cut [14]
quarts crystal sandwiches between a pair of electrodes. The advantage is that it
has nearly zero frequency drift with temperature around room temperature [15].
The resonant frequency is normally below 100 MHz with high Quality(Q) factor
(up to 10000). In order to improve the resolution, the thickness of QCM has to be
decreased, however, this will make the QCM devices fragile and furthermore the
electrodes will then constitute a large part of the eective mass thus will largely
impair the resolution [16].
1.2.2 FBAR
The development of micro fabrication has enabled the fabrication of the piezoelec-
tric layer between the two metal electrodes as thin as 1 m shown in Fig.(1.2).
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Gold electrode
Gold electrode
Quartz
(a)                           (b)
Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a QCM (a) top view (b) cross sectional view
from products of the company Qsense. The top and bottom gold electrodes are
placed on a piezoelectric material and applied a drive. The most commonly used
piezoelectric material for QCM is single crystalline quartz.
mass
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of the (a) top view (b) cross sectional view of
FBAR [17]. In this specic case the membrane is 1 m thick with a surface area
of 50  70 m2, giving a sensitivity of 10 ag=Hz.
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(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 1.3: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of typical MEMS mass
sensors (a) micro cantilever with gold particle on top [19] (b) Aluminum nano
cantilever using UV lithography technique with lateral and vertical dimensions
under 100 nm [20] (c) micro cantilever array fabricated in the polymer SU-8 [21]
(d) nano cantilever with very high frequency more than 100 MHz and a mass
resolution less than 1 attogram [22].
This new device called Thin-lm acoustic resonators (FBARs) are able to ac-
quire resonant frequency roughly from 100 MHz up to 10 GHz. Therefore,they
are more popular in RF and wireless communication application. FBAR have
demonstrated a much higher areal resolution [17] (up to three order of magni-
tude) than that of QCM. However, the Q factor of FBAR is very low (< 1000 in
air), therefore the resolution is not superior [18] to QCM.
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1.2.3 Cantilever
Cantilever mass sensors shown in Fig.(1.3) can be categorized according to their
operation modes, referred to as static and dynamic mode. In the static mode the
cantilever detects the surface stress change induced by the immobilized molecules.
The static mode sensor is a more mature technology, however the main disad-
vantage with this techniques is its dependence on strong molecular interaction
to induce surface stress. Therefore, the alternative dynamic mode operation has
been more and more explored. In this mode the cantilever is vibrating close to
its resonant frequency and detects the resonant frequency shift due to the mass
change induced by the mass absorbed or deposited on the surface.
The cantilever structure is proper for extreme miniaturization due to it simple
geometry and mass resolutions in the attogram regime have been achieved in
air [23, 24, 25, 26] at a resonant frequency of up to 100MHz. The signicant
disadvantage of cantilever mass sensors is they have a spatially non-uniform mass
sensitivity [19]. The mass sensitivity is at its maximum when the added mass
is placed at the free end of the cantilever while the sensitivity is zero when the
added mass is placed to the xed end of the cantilever. Therefore, if the cantilever
sensor is exploited for detecting small amounts of target particles, not enough to
generate a uniform distribution of particles on the cantilever, complex methods
are needed to locate the mass loading [27, 28]. In addition, improving the mass
resolution of cantilever requires a scaling down the cantilever dimension which
will contribute to an even smaller sensing area thus impairing the areal resolution.
1.2.4 In Plane Bulk Resonator
In bulk resonator the acoustic wave is propagating in the bulk rather than the sur-
face (SAW{Surface Acoustics Wave). QCM and FBAR are also bulk resonator,
and the only special point is they use the piezoelectric material as bulk layer. The
other three interesting bulk resonators are Bulk Disk Resonator (BDR) as shown
in Fig.(1.4(a)) , Bulk Rectangular Resonator shown in Fig.(1.4(b)) and Longi-
tudinal Bulk Acoustic Resonator (LBAR) shown in Fig.(1.4(c)). The resonators
have an in-plane mode motion in contrary to out of plane exural mode such as
cantilever, expanding and contracting around its resonant frequency. Any mass
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.4: SEM image of (a) Bulk disk resonator with one anchor and two
electrodes, with Pt/C/Ga composite deposited at the edge. The disk diameter
60 m [29]. (b) one of the corner of the bulk rectangular resonator, showing the
T anchors tow of the four drive electrodes located on each side of the resonator.
The length of each side of rectangular resonator is 2 mm [30]. (c)longitudinal bulk
acoustic cantilever resonator with anchoring at the beam center, with length 30
m and width 2.5 m[31].
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f Q m m
Area
MHz g g=cm2
QCM [15, 16] < 100 10000 10f 10f
FBAR [18] 790 100  150 1f 0:1p
NanoCan [26] 190 5000 30z 12p
BDR [29, 35] 68 4000 0:7a 0:2p
BRR [30] 2 15000 4p 100p
LBAR [31] 51 3000 0:5a 0:6p
Table 1.1: Resolution and areal resolution of dierent MEMS devices. QCM is a
relatively mature technique and succeed in commercialization, therefore the given
value of QCM is from typical product measured in air. The given value of FBAR
is the state of the art measurement results from liquid environment. The given
value of Nano Cantilever is conducted in vacuum. Due to the limit of literature
for liquid application of the rest devices,the given value of BDR/BRR/LBAR are
the state of the art measurement results in air.
load on the surface of the resonator will induce a total mass change and therefore
the resonant frequency change. The bulk disk resonant frequency scales inversely
with its radius, yielding a resonant frequency from 10 MHz to 10 GHz with
Q factor up to 105 [32, 33, 34]. The bulk rectangular resonator is quite similar
with bulk disk resonator but with the rectangular shape. LBAR is even more
simple. This device consists of two suspended cantilevers anchored in the middle
by the thin arms to the rigid support structure [35]. The device is operating
in a longitudinal extensional mode, where the two cantilevers are moving in an
in-plane anti phase motion.
Table.(1.1) lists the important features of dierent mass sensor technologies.
Compared to QCM, FBAR and BRR, bulk disk resonator and LBAR provide a
much smaller resolution, more than three order of magnitude. Although Nano
Cantilever is able to supply an even smaller value in resolution, it is not compet-
itive in resolution per area, since it has a nano-scale sensing area. LBAR is still
beam shape and thus has a low sensing area compared to the disk shape. There-
fore we are especially interested in the bulk disk resonator. As a summary, the
advantages of bulk disk resonators and LBAR are they can supply the compara-
ble high sensitivity and mass resolution as compared to cantilever and meanwhile
maintain a relatively larger area. Therefore, they can provide a high areal mass
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Figure 1.5: SEM image of the capacitive readout with a narrow gap separating
the disk and the electrodes and dening the electro-mechanical transduction [35].
resolution. In addition, the in-plane mode rather than the exural type as with
cantilever is independent on the location of the mass loading. All these features
suggest the bulk disk resonator a suitable candidate for mass sensing applications.
The detailed analysis will be given in Chapter 2. This thesis worked mainly on
these two types of device LBAR and bulk disk resonator.
1.3 Readout Technology
Below we analyze the commonly used readout technologies for bulk resonator
applications.
1.3.1 Capacitive Readout
The capacitive readout requires extra electrodes that surround the resonator sen-
sor to form the pair of conductors separated by a gap(insulator){ capacitor as
shown in Fig.(1.5). This method is based on measuring the changes of the ca-
pacitance induced by the change of gap distance which is the result of resonator
vibration [33]. The detailed analysis will be given in the following chapters. The
8
Figure 1.6: A schematic image of a micro mechanical sensor showing the inte-
grated piezoresisitive readout with the Au resistor on top.[40]
disadvantage of this method is the capacitive change is very small therefore the
current change it generates is also very limited. The challenges rely on the readout
circuitry to measure the tiny capacitive current.
1.3.2 Piezoresistive Readout
Apart from the capacitive readout, the mechanical motion of the resonator can
also be detected through the piezoresistive eect of piezoresisitive layer on top of
the sensor Fig.(1.6)[36, 37, 38, 39]. This layer exhibits remarkable piezoresisitive
response which generates a resistive change caused by any stress change due to the
surface bending. The disadvantage of this technique is that the current owing
through the surface will result in an additional dissipation of heat and associated
to thermal drifts.
1.3.3 Piezoelectric Readout
The piezoelectric eect is dened as the appearance of an electric potential across
certain faces of a crystal when it is subjected to mechanical deformation. It is
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Figure 1.7: SEM image of the disk resonator with integrated piezoelectric PZT-
electrode stack [41].
quite similar to the piezoresistive readout, the dierence is it generates electricity
rather than resistance. J.Lu et al. succeeded in the piezoelectric readout on a bulk
disk resonator as shown in Fig.(1.7). This technical also has the problem of energy
dissipation on the surface and requires additional consideration to minimize. The
technology is also more complicated in fabrication.
As a conclusion, all of the three techniques are good candidates for disk res-
onator. This thesis only focused on the capacitive readout since it is a simple
and mature technique and has been successfully implemented in our group for
years, while the other two techniques require extra processing of the resonator,
therefore will be interesting in future research.
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Figure 1.8: (a)Self-sustain oscillator circuitry (b)Phase locked loop circuitry.
1.4 Readout Circuitry
Theoretical calculations of the resonant frequency f0 is:
f0 =
1
2
r
k
m
(1.1)
where m is the eective mass and k is the eective stiness (detailed modeling
will be illustrated in Chapter 2. The minimum detectable mass is [42]:
m   2m
f0
f: (1.2)
where f is the minimal detectable frequency and is determined by the resolution
of the readout electronics. Thus it is important to look at current methods of
measuring the resonant frequency of resonant sensors.
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1.4.1 Oscillator
The most common readout circuitry resorts to the self-sustained oscillator cir-
cuitry as shown in Fig.(1.8(a)). In motion, the mechanical resonator produces
a motional current (induce by capacitive change) at one electrode. This current
is sensed and fed back to the other electrode to generate an electrostatic force.
The gain (unity) and phase (360) criterion [43] are satised by the amplier
and phase shift block. Stable mechanical vibration of the MEMs element can be
achieved and maintained with DC power supply to the loop circuit [44].
M.L.Roukes's and C T.-C. Nguyen's groups succeed in realization of the
MEMS/NEMS based oscillator circuitry [45, 46, 47]. From 2004, Nguyen's group
started to work on the disk resonator based reference oscillator [48, 49, 50].The
disadvantage of oscillator circuitry is the measured frequency is sensitive to tem-
perature and power supply variation. However, the oscillator circuitry is relatively
simple compared to the other solution such as phase locked loop, and therefore
is still widely used. In this Ph.D thesis, we also focused some energy on the
oscillator circuitry as a start for our sensor. The challenge is to amplify the weak
current at high frequency from mechanical device and meanwhile to eliminate the
inuence of parallel capacitive noise.
1.4.2 Phase Locked Loop
Another popular frequency tracking circuitry with low phase noise is the phase
locked loop shown as in Fig.(1.8(b)). It mainly consists of a Voltage Control
Oscillator (VCO), Filter and a Phase Detector. The generated sinusoidal signal
from the output of VCO drives the MEMS resonator and produces an output with
a phase shift due to the mismatch of the VCO frequency and the MEMS resonant
frequency. The phase shift is detected by the subtraction of the MEMS output
and the original VCO output. After the lter, the output voltage proportional
to the phase shift in turn determines the output frequency of the VCO. Thus, at
positive phase shift, the circuit automatically tunes the frequency of VCO to a
lower value while at negative phase shift, tunes to a higher value of frequency of
VCO. Until nally, the output frequency of the VCO and the resonant frequency
are the same (synchronization in phase), the close loop is then locked and produce
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Figure 1.9: Pulse mode excitation and transient analysis of output frequency and
Q factor.
a stable output frequency from the VCO [51].The PLL circuit normally exhibits
a low phase noise and thus stable frequency output.
However, using a feedback loop in general employs complex circuitry, which
is a great challenge to achieve for bulk mode resonators with high frequency and
large motional impedance. Furthermore, an Oscillator or PLL can only measure
the fundamental frequency of a single resonator at one time.
1.4.3 Pulse Mode
In order to circumvent these short comings, an alternative choice is a straight
forward non loop readout mechanism based on pulsed excitation and transient
analysis as shown in Fig.(1.9). The merits are:
 The resonant frequency, damping time constant (Q-factor) and parallel ca-
pacitance can be monitored simultaneously and at a high speed (less than
1s), giving more information about the sensors environment;
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Complexity Frequency Stability Measures Parameter
Oscillator medium medium f0
PLL complex high f0
Pulse simple low f0; Q; C
Table 1.2: Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the three readout
circuitry.
 The approach is exible and no complicated loop circuitry is required;
 A single pulse stimuli is able to drive multiple sensors with dierent res-
onant frequencies simultaneously without introducing extra loops. This is
interesting for mass sensing because the reference resonator and the sensing
resonator can be excited by a unique signal.
M. Rodahl et. al. have succeeded applying the pulse excitation on QCM
devices [52, 53]. However, disk resonator has a much higher resonant frequency
(up to 66MHz) and much lower output current (down to 1A), which largely in-
creases the diculty to implement the method. In this Ph.D thesis, we introduce
and demonstrate measurements with sinusoidal burst pulse excitation for a bulk
disk resonator.
Table. (1.2) lists the advantages and disadvantages of the three readout meth-
ods. The most outstanding feature of pulse mode is its capability of measuring
simultaneously the resonant frequency, the Q factor and the parallel capacitor
while the oscillator and PLL circuitry can only measure the resonant frequency.
However, the pulse mode method has a relatively high frequency noise compared
to the other two. Not taking the circuitry complexity, the ideal solution is to
use either the oscillator or PLL circuitry to measure the resonant frequency rst
and then open the loop to conduct the pulse mode method. The detailed the
introduction and design will be in chapter 5.
1.5 Thesis Overview
The rest of the thesis is outlined as follow:
 Chapter 2 - MEMS Theory: Here we describe the basic structure of
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the MEMS bulk disk resonator and longitudinal bulk acoustic cantilever
and detailed illustrate their working mechanics, respectively. There is an
analysis of the dierent motional modes and the equivalent mechanical and
electrical model are presented. Finally the excitation mechanism is also
characterized.
 Chapter 3 - Measurement Theory: Four fundamental measurement
congurations and their corresponding equivalent electrical motional mod-
els are discribed. An additional focus is required on the extra parallel
capacitor upon the motional model. The source and the inuence of the
particular parallel capacitor are analyzed. The compensation technique
of parallel capacitor is demonstrated and the independence of pulse mode
measurement on the parallel capacitor is highlighted. Finally, comparison
of various popular pulse signals are described.
 Chapter 4 - Measurement The measurement setup for both frequency
sweep and pulse mode time transient response are demonstrated. Compen-
sated results with both tunable capacitor and identical resonator pair are
presented. Through pulse mode, measured resonant frequency, Q factor and
the parallel capacitor are listed. A Labview programme with real time mea-
surement function has been implemented. Finally, measured results with
humidity variation based on the pulse conguration are demonstrated.
 Chapter 5 Integrated Oscillator An integrated oscillator circuitry
based on the bulk disk resonator is designed with CMOS 0:18m tech-
nology. It is composed with a low noise dierential amplier, parallel ca-
pacitor compensation block and a hysteresis comparator. Detailed analysis
and computation are conducted on the Barkhausen's oscillation criterion.
Simulation results with Cadence and verication of by Matlab simulink are
demonstrated. Finally the physical layout of the oscillator circuitry is also
displayed.
 Conclusion and Outlook The thesis is concluded and outlook of both
the circuitry and sensor is also included.
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Chapter 2
Resonator Theory and Modeling
The present chapter deals with the MEMS bulk resonator theory and background
for both disk and longitudinal cantilever shape. The bulk disk resonator has two
basic vibration modes, radial contour mode or called breathing mode and wine
glass mode. Finite element modeling (FEM) graphs are used to indicate the two
vibration modes, which are results of dierent anchoring techniques, anchoring
at the center and disk edge, respectively. The equivalent mechanical model for
both disk resonator and LBAR is a classical mass-spring-damper system, which
is introduced to characterize the mechanical displacement of the resonator. The
equations for corresponding resonant frequency, eective mass, eective spring
constant are determined by the geometry and material property of the device.
An equivalent electrical series RLC model is also able to deduced from both the
mechanical model and the electromechanical coupling eect. Based on the me-
chanical and electrical model, the frequency and time transient responses of the
displacement and the generated current by displacement are thus with no diculty
to obtain. All the disk and LBAR devices are fabricated by Ph.D student Alberto
Caliani with facility in DTU nanotech and Danchip. Detailed fabrication process
can be found in [29, 31].
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2.1 MEMS Resonator Theory
2.1.1 Disk Resonators
Disk shaped resonators were rst introduced by Nguyen et al. [32, 54] for its
capability of attaining high frequency while retaining relatively large dimensions.
The disk resonator consists of a disk suspended above the substrate. Electrodes
surround the perimeter of the disk separated from the disk by a narrow gap that
denes the capacitive, electromechanical transducer of this device. In principle
the vibration of the resonator entirely within the plane of the device with ideally
no out of plane motion or rotation motion around the centroid. There are two
dierent types of in plane vibration modes, radial contour mode and wine glass
mode [55].
2.1.1.1 Radial Contour Mode
In this case the disk is supported by a central stem as shown in Fig.(2.1(a))[32],
and the disk expands equally in all the lateral surface, promoting an innitesimal
nodal point in the disk center. This anchoring conguration generates the bulk
radial contour resonance mode as shown in Fig.(2.1(c)).
2.1.1.2 Wine Glass Mode
The central stem can also provide a called wine glass mode. This mode consists
on the expansion and contraction of the contour shape of the disk, conforming
four quasi nodal points on the structure, forming two alternate and perpendicular
ellipses per cycle of vibration as shown in Fig.(2.1(d)). This mode can also appear
by anchoring the disk through one or more beams on the edge of the disk shown
in Fig.(2.1(b))[34].
2.1.2 Longitudinal Bulk Acoustic Resonators(LBAR)
The longitudinal bulk acoustic resonator (LBAR) is also a commonly used bulk
resonator structure, which was rstly proposed by Mattila et al. [56]. As shown
in Fig.(2.2(a)), the beam is anchored at the center and the electrodes are at the
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(a)                           (b)
(c)                   (d)
Figure 2.1: Schematic of disk resonator with (a) a single anchor at the center
(b)one or more anchors connected to the edge of the disk through a single beam.
Finite element modeling (FEM) plot of (c) the radial contour mode displacement
(d) the wine glass mode displacement.red= max displacement, blue= minimal
displacement.
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(a)                       (b)
Lr
Wr
Tr
Figure 2.2: (a)Longitudinal Bulk Acoustic Resonators with tow anchors at the
center of beam where Lc, Wr and Tr indicate the length, width and the thick-
ness of the beam. (b)Finite element modeling (FEM) plot of the LBAR lateral
extensional mode
two ends and are separated from the beam by the capacitive gap. The resonator
vibrates on the lateral length extensional mode.Fig.(2.2(b)) shows the FEM sim-
ulation displacement of the rst mode.
2.2 Equivalent Mechanical Model
The bulk resonators, no matter disk shape or longitudinal shape, can be rep-
resented by a lumped element equivalent mechanical model as that depicted in
Fig.(2.3). This model composed of a rigid body mass connected to a station-
ary base through spring and damper elements. The resonant frequency of the
19
Figure 2.3: Equivalent mass-spring-damper lumped mechanical model
resonator is dened as:
f =
1
2
r
k
m
(2.1)
where k is the eective stiness and m is the eective mass. Furthermore the
value of the damping element c is:
c =
p
km
Q
(2.2)
In most cases, the Q of the resonator is dicult to predict theoretically, so the
damping element is typically determined empirically. The mass and stiness will
depend on the geometry and mode shape of the mechanical resonator.
2.2.1 Disk Radial Contour Mode
The mechanical resonance frequency for the radial contour mode of a disk is
governed mainly by its material properties and radius. A numerical solution for
f0 is [57]:
J0(


)
J1(


)
= 1   (2.3)
Where
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 = 2f0R
r
(2 + 2)
E
(2.4)
 =
r
2
1   (2.5)
Where R is the radius of the disk; E,  and  are the Young's modulus, Poisson's
ratio and density of its structural material, respectively; and Ji(y) is the Bessel
function of the rst kind of order i. For Poly-Silicon:
E = 160GPa
 = 0:22
 = 2:23e 15kg=m3
while the eective mass is dened as [32]:
m =
2t
J1(hR)2
Z R
0
xJ1(hx)
2@x (2.6)
x is the displacement, t is the thickness and
h =
s
!20
2E
2+2
+ E
1 
(2.7)
2.2.2 Disk Wine Glass Mode
The frequency equation is in this case written as [34, 58, 59]:
[
J1(


)
J2(


)
  2  q][2J1()  2  q] = (nq   n)2 (2.8)
where  and  are the same as in radial contour mode equations, and
q =
2
2n2   2 (2.9)
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disk mode frequency(MHz) Mass(kg)
radial contour 74:449 10:8 10 12
wine glass 66:665 3:8 10 12
Table 2.1: Theoretical Resonant Frequency and Eective Mass
n is integral and is the mode number. The solutions to Bessel function appears
in both the radial contour mode and the wine glass mode are periodic, so that
the frequency of the nth mode corresponds to the nth solution. The fundamental
mode is most important but higher order modes are also important in some cases.
The resonant frequencies of the radial contour mode and the wine glass mode are
quite close for the same dimension and material.While the eective mass is [61]:
m =
t
R R
0
[ G
2x
J1(G)  G2xJ3(G) + 2R BAJ2(G)]2xdx
[ G
2x
J1(


)  G
2x
J3(


) + 2
R
B
A
J2()]2
(2.10)
where
G =


x
R
(2.11)
The calculated values for the rst mode are listed in Table(2.1) with PolySilicon
and the radius R = 30m.
The frequency and eective mass of the two modes with the same geometry
and material are quite close to each other. However the equations for frequency
models neglect the second order eects due to the thickness and nite anchor
dimensions to avoid prohibitory complex analytic formulation [35]. Thus assum-
ing singular nodal point, zero thickness and innite Q. Therefore the calculated
results and the real values of the device will be a little bit dierent.
2.2.3 LBAR
The LBAR's resonant frequency of the nth mode are [31]:
f0n =
2n  1
4Lc
s
E

(2.12)
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And the eective mass is more simple compared to disk resonator:
m =
WrtrLc
2
(2.13)
2.3 Excitation Mechanism
As illustrate Fig.(2.3), when a force is applied on the mass element, the mass-
spring-damper system start to move, while the movement form is determined
by the features of the force. The following analysis and simulation are based
on the theoretical values of a bulk disk resonator with for 30m radius 2:7m
thickness and 120 nm gap distance disk resonator vibrating in a wine glass mode
with m = 9 10 12 kg and k = 1:546MN=m.
2.3.1 Continuous Excitation and Frequency Sweep
When the force is a sinusoidal excitation, according to the Newton second law:
m
d2x
dt2
+ c
dx
dt
+ kx = FAC sin!st (2.14)
which can be rewritten as:
d2x
dt2
+
!0
Q
dx
dt
+ !20x =
FAC sin!st
m
(2.15)
where
!0 =
p
k=m (2.16)
is the undamped angular frequency and
Q =
p
km=c (2.17)
is the quality factor. The steady-state solution for Eqn.(2.15) [62] is:
xss(t) =
FAC
mZm!s
sin (!st+ ) (2.18)
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where
Zm =
s
(
!0
Q
)2 +
1
!2s
(!20   !2s)2 (2.19)
and
 = arctan(
1
Q
!s!0
!2s   !20
)j!0!s 

2
(2.20)
are the amplitude and phase of the mass motion, respectively.
Fig.(2.4) shows the magnitude and phase curve as as a function of the fre-
quency sweep with the input force magnitude FAC = 210 6N. When excitation
frequency is exactly the same frequency as the resonant frequency, the magnitude
of the output is then at its largest:
jxssj = QFAC
k
(2.21)
It is determined by the resonant frequency and also the Q factor. By using
a higher Q factor resonator, the magnitude of the vibration is increased and the
bandwidth is decreased. While as the excitation frequency deviate from the res-
onant frequency, the output magnitude drop quickly. The frequency bandwidth
is less than 100 kHz for Q factor around 4000.
2.3.2 Burst Excitation and Time Transient
The alternative excitation to the frequency sweep is the burst mode [52, 53]
which utilize a single excitation frequency close to the resonant frequency, and
the excitation stops at a certain time. In this case not only the steady state is
interesting but also the full time transient response is examined.
2.3.2.1 During Excitation
During the excitation, the system ts the same equation as in Eqn.(2.14), and
the time transient solution for the equation is found to be:
xe(t) = (K1 sin!dt+K2 cos!dt)e
 at + xss(t) (2.22)
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Figure 2.4: Simulation results of the steady state (a) vibration magnitude (b)
phase under sinusoidal excitation, when sweeping the frequency around resonance
for Q factor 1000, 5000 and 10000, respectively.
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where
!d = !0
r
1  ( 1
2Q
)2 (2.23)
is the damped radial frequency (which is very close to the undamped radial fre-
quency when Q factor is large), and a = !0=(2Q). K1 and K2 can be calculated
from initial boundary conditions of displacement:
xe(0) = 0 (2.24)
and velocity
v =
dxe
dt
jt=0 = 0 (2.25)
and thus are:
K1 =   FAC
2m!s!d
   F0
2m!20
=  FAC
2k
(2.26)
K2  QFAC
m!20
=
QFAC
k
(2.27)
Therefore, Eqn.(2.22) can be rewritten as:
xe(t) =
FAC
k
[ Q cos!st+ ( 1
2
sin!dt+Q cos!dt)e
 at] (2.28)
where a = !0=2Q.
Some important features are described as follows.
 Time Constant:  = 2Q=!0  20s is determined by the mechanical
system itself rather than the input signal. The high Q mass spring damper
system needs a long time to approach steady state compared to the resonant
period which is approximately 0:02s.
 Bandwidth at Steady State: Fig. (2.5)shows the transient response
of displacement under the same excitation force, but with input frequency
diering from the resonant frequency by 0Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz,
respectively. The excitation time is long enough to ensure that the resonator
reaches its steady state. It is seen from the gure that the amplitude of the
steady state displacement is largely determined by the input frequency. Due
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Figure 2.5: Simulation results of the transient response of the vibration magnitude
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100s, and the resonator reaches its steady state.
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to the high quality factor, a small frequency deviation of the input excita-
tion frequency from the resonant frequency will generate a huge dierence
of displacement magnitude. 10 kHz dierence leads to 40 percentage mag-
nitude decrease while 100 kHz dierence leads to 90 percentage magnitude
decrease. Therefore, the bandwidth of steady state is only around 10 kHz.
 Steady State Displacement: For large excitation voltages, when the
excitation frequency is quite close to the resonant frequency (within 1 kHz),
the disk generates a steady state displacement (up to 12 nm when FAC =
2 10 6N), which can be large enough (compared to gap distance 120 nm)
to induce non-linear eects and the linear equivalent mechanical model will
not be applicable at this moment.
 Excitation Force: The transient response of the displacement is propor-
tional to the amplitude of the excitation force FAC as shown in Fig.(2.6)
blue and green line with the same excitation time.
 Bandwidth at Linear Region: As shown in Fig.(2.6) with short excita-
tion time (blue and green line 1s), the resonator is far away from the steady
state and the bandwidth is almost 1MHz around the resonant frequency
66MHz. However with long excitation time (red line 10s), the magnitude
of the displacement is highly increased while the bandwidth shrink to about
200 kHz. In order to maintain the large bandwidth at linear region so we
can use a single excitation signal to drive the dierent resonators. The best
solution is to minimize the excitation time and to maximize the excitation
force (green line).
As a summary, the most ecient way to excite the resonator is (1) decreasing
the excitation time and (2) increasing the excitation force in order to achieve
the largest vibration within a broader bandwidth. The large bandwidth permits
to excite sensing resonators with dierent resonant frequencies. By varying the
excitation time, the bandwidth can be adjusted to t the requirement of these
mass sensing applications.
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2.3.2.2 Free Vibration
After the force is released at time tr, the system starts free vibration. It doesn't
matter when tr happens with respect to a specic point in the cycle, since the
energy in the system is almost conserved.
E =
1
2
mv2 +
1
2
kx2 (2.29)
=
F 20
2k
[Q(1  e atr) sin!dtr cos!dtr (2.30)
+
1
4
e 2atr +Q2(1  e atr)2(sin2 !dtr) (2.31)
since Q(1   e atr)  1, components with sin!dtr or cos!dtr can be neglected
thus.
E  F
2
0
2k
Q2(1  e atr)2 (2.32)
Which is independent on !dtr. We can safely assume !dtr = 2n to simplify the
calculation, where n is an integer value.
The free vibration satises the dierential equation:
d2x
dt2
+
!0
Q
dx
dt
+ !20x = 0 (2.33)
and the transient response for free vibration is
xf (t) = e
 at(K3 sin!dt+K4 cos!dt) (2.34)
where the decaying time constant  = 1=a = 2Q=!0 is the same as the excitation
time constant and is independent on the release time. The initial conditions are:
xf (0) = xe(tr) (2.35)
dxf
dt
jt=0 = dxe
dt
jt=tr (2.36)
Therefore,
K3 =
FAC
2k
(1  e atr) (2.37)
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Figure 2.7: Full time transient response with dierent excitation duration
K4 =  QFAC
k
(1  e atr) (2.38)
Eqn.(2.34) can be rewritten as:
xf (t) =
FAC
k
e at(1  e atr)(1
2
sin!dt Q cos!dt) (2.39)
It is seen from the equation that the amplitude of the free vibration is larger
when the excitation lasts longer for the same damping constant as is shown in
Fig. (2.7).
2.4 Equivalent Electrical Model
The equivalent mechanical mass-spring-damper system can be transferred directly
into equivalent electrical behavior presented by an equivalent series inductor-
resistor-capacitor circuit as shown in Fig.(2.8) [32]. The values of the series lx,cx
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and rx are:
lx = m (2.40)
cx =
1
k
(2.41)
rx = c (2.42)
An electrostatic actuation is achieved by applying a voltage across the capacitive
gap which results in an electrostatic force. The electrostatic force is then given
by [63]:
F =
1
2
@Cf
@x
V 2 (2.43)
while V is the cross voltage and Cf is the feedthrough capacitance between the
overlap area of disk and w is the eective width at the coupling area.The capac-
itive gap introduces the electromechanical coupling coecient  dened as the
ratio of the electrostatic force and voltage. The electromechanical coupling thus
transfers the output from the disk to the electrodes, and generates the whole
series RLC model seen from the input output electrode:
Cx =
2
k
(2.44)
Lx =
m
2
Rx =
p
km
Q2
With the equivalent electrical model for MEMS resonator, it is easier to simulate
the electrical measurement and also to design the readout circuitry.
2.4.1 Frequency Response for Equivalent Electrical Model
The whole resonator device performs as a voltage controlled current source:
iout =
vin
Rx + j!Lx + 1=j!Cx
(2.45)
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Figure 2.8: Equivalent circuit for disk electrical model
2.4.2 Time Transient Response for Equivalent Electrical
Model
In mechanical model,the position x,velocity dx=dt and the drive force F (t) are
corresponding to the charge q, current dq=dt, and the cross voltage V (t). The
dierential equation for mechanical model (2.14) then can be converted to in
electrical equation:
Lx
d2q
dt2
+Rx
dq
dt
+ q=Cx = VACf(t) (2.46)
where VAC is the amplitude of the input sinusoidal voltage and is equal to FAC=
and q is the charge.The current solution for steady state, time transient response
during excitation and time transient response during free vibration are:
iss(t) = VACCx!0Q sin!st (2.47)
ie(t)  VACCx[ Q!s sin!st+ (1
2
!s cos!dt+ !dQ sin!dt)e
 at] (2.48)
if (t)   VACCxQ!d(1  e atr)e at sin!dt (2.49)
the approximation is made since a = !0=(2Q) Q!d and Q 1.
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2.5 Summary
As a summary for this chapter, we displayed the conguration of disk and LBAR
resonators. We demonstrated the FEM simulation graph of the two mode for disk
resonator -the contour mode and the wine glass mode- caused by the dierent
anchoring position -single anchor in the center and one or more anchors at the
edge. We have also introduced the equivalent mass spring damper model and
deduced the mechanical equation for these values. With the mechanical model, we
were able to calculate the time transient displacement for pulsed force excitation.
At last, the equivalent electrical model was also described which will be used in
the next chapter to analyze dierent readout and measurement methods.
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Chapter 3
Measurement Theory
As is stated in Chapter 2, the MEMS resonators are driven by the electrostatic
force from the electromechanical coupling. The eect of coupling and the feedthough
capacitance of the whole device depend on the conguration of the measurement
setup. The four commonly used measurement congurations is displayed in this
chapter, with the corresponding equivalent electrical model. They have their own
advantages and disadvantages under the inspection of the complexity of the setup,
the eciency of grounding the parallel capacitance and the improvement of the
output. The inuence of the parallel capacitor on both frequency domain and time
domain measurement setup is demonstrated based on the resulting frequency noise
and deformation of time transient output during excitation. Two compensation
techniques are displayed. Finally, possible pulse excitation inputs are examined.
3.1 Measurement Congurations
3.1.1 One Port Measurement
The one port direct measurement scheme is depicted in Fig. (3.1(a)) [32]. The
two electrodes are connected as a single input electrode, with input AC signal
couple to a DC bias from a bias-T, while output signal is measured directly from
the disk. Therefore, the two feedthough capacitors from both of electrodes are
connected in parallel, contribute a doubled size of total feedthough capacitor 2Cf .
The applied voltage is then VDC +VACcos(!0t) at resonant frequency !0, and the
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Figure 3.1: One port measurement (a)setups (b) full small signal circuit model
actuator force is then:
F =
1
2
2@Cf
@x
(VDC + VAC cos!0t)
2 (3.1)
=
@Cf
@x
(V 2DC +
V 2AC
2
+ 2VACVDC cos!0t+
V 2AC
2
cos 2!0t)
where VAC << VDC . The eective electrostatic force at resonant frequency is
then:
FAC = 2
@Cf
@x
VDCVAC (3.2)
According to the equation for capacitor:
Cf =
0wt
d+ x
(3.3)
0 is the permittivity of free space and equals to 8:854
 12F=m.
@Cf
@x
=   0wt
(d+ x)2
  Cf
d2
(3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Two port measurement (a)setups (b) full small signal circuit model
therefore, the electromechanical coupling coecient is:
 = 2VDC
Cf
d2
(3.5)
The series RLC model as shown in Fig.(3.1(b)). There is also an extra parasitic
capacitor Cpa in parallel with the series model, due to the fringing coupling, which
is described in more details in Section 2.1.
3.1.2 Two Port Measurement
The two port measurement scheme is shown in the Fig. (3.2(a)) [32]. The DC
bias is applied directly to the disk without the need for a Bias-T. The AC input
signal is applied to one of the electrodes and the output is detected from the
other. Thus, DC, AC input and output are separated. The coupling coecient
in two port setup is only half of the one in one port setup, since the input voltage
is only excited upon a single electrode.The eective force of resonant frequency
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Figure 3.3: Mix measurement (a)setups (b) full small signal circuit model
is then:
FAC =
@Cf
@x
VDCVAC (3.6)
and the electro mechanical coupling coecient  for two port setup is then:
 = VDC
Cf
d2
(3.7)
In two port measurement, the electromechanical couplings are only from one
side, therefore the coupling coecient is only half of the one from the one port
measurement. However since the input and output electrodes are separated, and
the disk is connected with bias which in small signal model is virtually grounded,
the two feedthrough capacitors are then grouped though the disk as shown in
Fig.(3.2(b)). In the two port measurement, the same parasitic capacitor as in
one port setup exists in parallel with the series model.
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3.1.3 Mix Measurement
The mix measurement [64] scheme is shown in the Fig.(3.3(a)). The DC bias
is coupled with a local oscillator VLOcos!LOt though a bias-T, and is applied to
the disk while the input signal VRF cos!RF t is applied to one of the electrodes.
The output is traced from the other electrode. When the frequency dierence
of !LO and !RF is the resonant frequency !0, the mixing eect of corresponding
electrostatic force at resonant frequency is then:
FAC =
1
2
@Cf
@x
VLOVRF (3.8)
and the electromechanical coupling coecient is then:
 =
1
2
VLO
Cf
d2
(3.9)
In mix measurement, the coupling eect also comes from a single electrode as
in two port measurement, but the dierence in the coupling coecient is pro-
portional to VLO rather than VDC , while small signal VLO is much smaller than
VDC . Therefore, the coupling eect in the mix measurement is much weaker.
However, the parallel capacitor in the mix measurement is almost zero as shown
in Fig.(3.3(b))since the input and output signal are in dierent frequencies !RF
and !0 respectively , and they are far away from each other.
3.1.4 Dierential Measurement
The dierential measurement scheme needs four electrodes as shown in Fig.
(3.4(a)) [65]. The DC bias is applied directly on the disk, and a dierential
AC signal is applied on two orthogonally oriented electrodes and the AC output
which are 180 shifted due to the wine glass mode shape, are collected on the two
other electrodes. In this conguration, the corresponding electrostatic force is the
same as in one port scheme since two electrodes are used as the input coupling.
Furthermore, the output is also collected from two electrodes, therefore is double
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Figure 3.4: Dierential measurement (a)setups (b) full small signal circuit model
of the one port measurement output as shown in Fig. (3.4(b)).
FAC = 2
@Cf
@x
VDCVAC cos!0t (3.10)
and the electromechanical coupling coecient is then:
 = 2VDC
Cf
d2
(3.11)
In the dierential measurement setup, the eect of feedthrough capacitor from
one of the electrode pair subtracts each other, leaving only the dierence Cf in
parallel with the motional series RLC circuit rather than the total feedthrough
capacitor Cf . Cf comes from the error of the fabrication process and is much
smaller than Cf . As the same as in one port and two port measurement, the
parasitic capacitor is also exist in the dierential setup.
The features of the dierent measurement techniques are summarized in Table
(3.1).
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technique electrodes set up coupling eect Cp
one port 2 medium strong large
two port 2 simple medium small
mix 2 complex weak smallest
dierential 4 complex strong medium
Table 3.1: Features of frequency sweep measurement techniques
3.1.5 Source of Parasitic Capacitor
The extra parasitic capacitor Cpa [66] connected in parallel with series RLC model
is mainly from three aspects as shown in Fig. (3.5):
 The capacitance through the substrate via the bond pads. Better grounding
of the substrate is therefore extremely important.
 The capacitance between the input and output probes. This capacitance
can be largely reduced with the RF Ground-Signal-Ground probes, by
shielding the contact pads shown in Appendix A.
 The bonding pad capacitor
Normally Cpa is also much smaller than the feedthough capacitor Cf .
3.2 Inuence of Parallel Capacitor
3.2.1 Parallel Capacitor on Frequency Response
3.2.1.1 Frequency Noise
An example frequency response with and without the inuence of parasitic capac-
itors are shown in Fig. (3.6) and Fig. (3.7), respectively. The parallel feedthough
capacitor creates a parallel-resonance frequency given by [67]:
fp = f0
s
1 +
Cx
Cp
(3.12)
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  substrate
Figure 3.5: Side view of the measurement setup for disk resonator.
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Figure 3.6: Frequency response of pure motional series RLC model.
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Figure 3.7: Frequency response of full model including the parallel capacitor.
since Cp is usually much bigger than Cx. this value thus is quite close to
the series resonant frequency f0. However,the parallel capacitor still distorts the
measured signal by introducing an anti-resonance at the frequency response as
in Fig. (3.7), therefore it does not only make it dicult to deduce the precise
response of the pure mechanical movement, but also increases the frequency noise,
which is dened as:
f =

@=@f
(3.13)
where  is the phase noise and =f is the phase gradient. The phase noise
is determined by the measurement setup:
 Noise from the equipment: analyzer, DC power supply and so on.
 Noise from cables and probes.
 Stable touching of the probe legs on the surface of the electrodes.
 Environment temperature and moisture.
On the contrary, the phase gradient is determined by the MEMS device itself.
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Figure 3.8: Frequency response for dierent parallel capacitor.
For pure motional series RLC model, the phase is:
 = arctan(Q
!2   !20
!!0
) (3.14)
while the phase for the whole device including the parallel capacitor is:
p = arctan(
CxQ
2!20( !2 + !20) + Cp(!2!20 +Q2(!2   !20)2)
CxQ!!30
) (3.15)
Fig.(3.8) shows the phase around the resonant frequency, when the motional
capacitor is 1 aF, Q factor 4000 and the resonant frequency 66MHz. The parallel
capacitor is 0 (for only motional model) and 1 fF, 10 fF for real system. It is seen
that the larger the parallel capacitor, the smaller the phase shift.
The phase gradient for motional model is given as:
@
@!
=
Q!0(!
2 + !20)
!2!20 +Q
2(!2   !20)2
(3.16)
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Figure 3.9: Phase gradient change at parallel resonant frequency VS parallel
capacitor.
=
2Q
!0
j!=!0
and after including the parallel capacitor the phase gradient at parallel resonant
frequency is then:
@p
@!
=
Cp=Cx + 2Q
2
(Cp=Cx)2 + (Cp=Cx) +Q2
Q
!0
(3.17)
Fig.(4.2) shows the larger the parallel capacitor, the smaller the phase gradient at
resonance. Therefore, according to Eqn.(3.13), under a certain amount of phase
noise, the larger the frequency gradient, the smaller the frequency noise. At the
same time, for mass sensor, since
m   2m(f=f0) (3.18)
the mass resolution m is also determined from frequency noise. Therefore, a
smaller parallel capacitor is required for sensitive mass detection.
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3.2.1.2 Compensation techniques
As summarized in Table (3.1), the mix measurement has the lowest parallel ca-
pacitor, however it is not ecient for coupling, which means the output motional
current generated is also very low with the same input power as other measure-
ment techniques. The dierential measurement and two port measurement also
have low parallel capacitors, but the dierential measurement needs four elec-
trodes which increase the diculty of fabrication and the two port measurement
is less ecient than one port measurement in coupling. Therefore, one port mea-
surement technique is still very commonly used.
In order to decrease the inuence of the large parallel capacitor, two compen-
sation techniques are widely used [68] as shown in Fig. (3.10). The idea is also
coming from the dierential measurement, that is dierential input or output.
The rst one is with tunable capacitor. The dierential inputs are applied to
the MEMS device and a tunable capacitor Cc respectively while the two outputs
are connected together. Therefore, the eect of the parallel capacitor Cp in the
MEMS device can be subtracted by tuning the capacitor Cc until the anti-peak
totally disappear. The second one is using two identical devices, one is charged
with DC bias therefore perform as a normal resonator, while the other is without
DC charge therefore perform as a single capacitor. The two dierential outputs
achieve the function of subtraction. Obviously, the second technique is more pre-
cise than the rst one, since the two devices are identical, and the two parallel
capacitors are very close to each other.
3.2.2 Parallel Capacitor in Burst Mode
During the excitation, the parallel capacitor contributes to an extra current
component !sCfVAC sin!t in together with the motional current from the RLC
model; while at the shut down point, the parallel capacitor discharges the current
to ground with the time constant RLoadCf , which is much smaller than the time
constant of the mechanical motion part  . Therefore, the parallel component dis-
appears almost instantaneously, leaving only the mechanical motion component.
Therefore, the pulse measurement technique is totally unrelated to the parallel
capacitor. Fig. (3.11) shows the total output current with dierent values of
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Figure 3.10: Parasitic compensation (a) with tunable capacitor (b) with un-
charged identical device
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Figure 3.11: Simulation result are the magnitude of the output current with Cf
equal to 0, 10 fF and 20 fF, respectively. Excitation lasts 100s and afterwards
is released, using VAC = 1:5V and VDC = 16V.
parallel capacitor. With larger parallel capacitor, the output level during the
excitation is larger, while the output during the free vibration is totally identical
to others with dierent size of parallel capacitor.
3.3 Other Pulse Excitation
The ideal excitation signal for MEMS resonator should have the following fea-
tures:
 First, the excitation input should supply enough power at the resonant
frequency, therefore the output response is large enough to be sensed.
 Second, the excitation input should has a at and wide bandwidth, so
that the detectable range of the frequency shift and therefore the mass
change is wide as well. Furthermore, if the bandwidth is wide enough to
reach the higher harmonic frequencies, more vibration modes can be excited
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Figure 3.12: Time signal of Rectangular, Gaussian and single cycle Gaussian
pulses
simultaneously.
Therefore, we also would like to try with other kind of excitation signals for
example the most commonly used rectangular pulse, Gaussian pulse and single
cycle Gaussian pulse. The Gaussian pulse is dened as [69]:
x1(t) = A1e
( t=td)2 (3.19)
The rst derivative of Gaussian pulse called as single cycle given by
x2(t) = A2te
 (t=td)2 (3.20)
where td is the duration of the pulse and An are the amplitudes.Fig.(3.12) shows
the time signal shape of the three types of pulse single.
Fig. (3.13) shows the power spectrum [70] of the three pulse signals.All the
amplitude of the singles are 1V . As is seen, the rectangular pulse and Gaussian
pulse demonstrate a low pass window, which means the power of there two pulse
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pulse signals
singles concentrate on the low frequency part. However, the single cycle Gaus-
sian pulse contributes a bandpass window, where the frequency response moves
towards a higher frequency center. Both the Gaussian and single cycle Gaussian
pulse generate a wider bandwidth than the rectangular pulse. As we all know,
the smaller the pulse time duration, the wider the frequency band, and the lower
the whole magnitude level. By tuning the duration time, the largest magnitude
at our interested frequency range (60MHz) can be only 20 dB compared to the
power spectrum of sinusoidal burst single shown in Fig. (3.14) 60 dB. There-
fore in order to gain the same size of vibration as sinusoidal burst input, the
other input should has a amplitude of 100V which will kill the device due to the
feedthrough eect.
As a result, for 66MHz high frequency MEMS resonator, the small output
mechanical vibration and the big capacitive feedthrough eect determine that
the other types of pulse signals are not applicable in this case, and the only
option is the sinusoidal burst.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we compared the four measurement setup. The one port and
two port congurations are widely used for their simply setup. While mixing and
dierential congurations are more ecient for illuminating the parallel capacitor
and driving the resonator respectively. In frequency sweep measurement, parallel
capacitor largely increases the frequency noise which is fatal for mass sensing
application. Therefore we considered the two compensation technique, tunable
capacitor and identical resonator pair. However, in our proposed pulse mode
measurement setup, parallel capacitor disappears immediately at the release of
excitation small signal, therefore has no impact. Other pulse signals besides the
sinusoidal burst one are not suitable for MEMS bulk disk resonator since they
have a low stimulation eciency at resonance and the conclusion is the sinusoidal
excitation is the only candidate.
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Chapter 4
Measurement
In this chapter, in order to prove the theoretical predictions of Chapter 3, dier-
ent measurement methods are conducted on both the disk and LBAR resonators.
First the frequency sweep method is utilized to measure the resonant frequency
and Q factor of disk resonator with one port and two port congurations. Then
two methods are employed with both the tunable capacitor and identical disk de-
vices pair. Afterwards, the pulse mode is also applied on a disk resonator for
measuring the resonant frequency, Q factor and parallel capacitor measurement
simultaneously. The measured results are compared with the results from frequency
sweep setup. Finally, a Labview programme and a controllable gas setup has been
developed, continuously tracing these three parameters and humidity sensing is
demonstrated with pulse mode on both disk and LBAR devices.
4.1 Device Layout
The disk resonator is fabricated using polysilicon on a 5m thick PECVD oxide
layer. Fig.(4.1(a)) presents the perspective schematic of the disk resonator which
consists of a disk suspended above the substrate with a single anchor. Two
electrodes surround the perimeter of the disk are separated from the disk by a
narrow air gap that denes the capacitive electromechanical transducer of the
device. The LBAR shown in Fig.(4.1(b)) is fabricated using the same process
but with the longitudinal shape. The geometry and corresponding mechanical
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Figure 4.1: SEM image of device used for measurement (a) disk resonator (b)
LBAR. Fabricated by Phd student Alberto Cagliani from DTU nanotech.The
signals electrodes (S) are shielded from both sides by grounding pads (G).
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Disk R W t d f0 Q
30m 31m 2:7m 120 nm 66MHz 4000
LBAR L W t d f0 Q
70m 2:5m 2:7m 120 nm 30MHz 4000
Table 4.1: Parameters of disk resonator and LBAR .For disk R is the radius of
the disk andW is the eective coupling area, For LBAR L is the length andW is
the width of the beam. t is the thickness, d is the gap distance, f0 is the resonant
frequency and Q is the approximate Q-factor.
parameters of the disk and LBAR devices used for measurement are listed in
Table(4.1) and the measurement facilities used are shown in Appendix A.
4.2 Frequency Measurement
The frequency response is conducted with a network analyzer which does a fre-
quency sweep and measures the gain and phase within the frequency domain.
Fig. (4.2) shows the measured frequency response of the disk resonator for one
port and two port setup. The results are quite consistent with the theoretical
prediction. The measured results from the two port setup demonstrated more
noise since the two port setup generates a lower signal than one port setup. On
the other hand, the parallel capacitor of the two port setup is smaller than the
one port setup, therefore, the frequency interval between peak and anti peak
introduced by the parallel capacitor is also larger. However, in both cases, the
parallel capacitors are too large and cover the motional output (peak antipeak
heights are only around 1dB). The compensation technique is necessary in these
two measurement setup to improve the frequency noise.
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Figure 4.2: The measured frequency response of the bulk disk resonator (a) one
port setup (b) two port setup
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Figure 4.3: The frequency sweep measurement setup with tunable capacitor com-
pensation employing a dierential amplier.
4.3 Parallel Capacitor Compensation Measure-
ment
4.3.1 Tunable capacitor
As shown in Fig. (4.3) [71], a fully dierential amplier is used to generates two
outputs with the same amplitude but 180 phase shifted, one output is connected
to the MEMS part, while the other is connected to the tunable capacitor Cc.
By tuning the capacitor, the transmission curve is changed. When Cc is tuned
towards the parallel capacitor Cp, the anti resonance starts to decrease. If Cc
is larger than Cp, making the whole system inductive and the anti resonance
comes at the left side of the transmission curve. When Cc is exactly equals to
Cf , the anti resonance totally disappears. However, the tunable capacitors on
the market do not have a high enough resolution (on the order of fF), therefore,
the cancelation is not always precise with this conguration. Fig.(4.4) shows the
best compensated results. Before compensation, the peak height is only around
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Figure 4.4: The frequency response of the bulk disk resonator showing the gain
and phase around resonant frequency (a) without compensation and (b)with tun-
able capacitor compensation
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Figure 4.5: The frequency response of the bulk disk resonator showing the gain
and phase around resonant frequency (a) single device without compensation
(b)with two resonators where one has a DC bias and the other does not.
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parameters  =f f
device 1 no compensation 0:25  8 10 4 =Hz 300Hz
capacitor comp 0:5  4:5 10 3 =Hz 100Hz
device 2 no compensation 0:25  2:5 10 3 =Hz 100Hz
identical comp 0:25  0:25 =Hz 1Hz
Table 4.2: Phase noise , phase gradient =f and frequency noise f of the
no compensation, capacitor compensation and identical pair compensation.
1 dB while after compensation, the peak height is increased to 7 dB.
4.3.2 Two MEMS devices
Fig. (4.5) shows the measured results with two identical MEMS disk resonators,
with one device DC charged and the other without DC charging. The com-
pensated results are even better than the tunable capacitor compensation. The
anti resonance is totally canceled leaving only the single resonance peak and the
phase shift at resonance is linear which is important for the accuracy of measured
resonant frequency.
4.3.3 Comparison of frequency noise
Table (4.2) compares the results of no compensation, capacitor compensation
and identical device pair compensation. The device used for each compensation
technique is slightly dierent from each other. In the capacitor compensation
setup, the phase gradient 
f
is ve times of the value without compensation. In
the identical compensation setup, the increase of phase gradient is even more,
up to 100 times of the value without compensation. In addition the phase noise
 doesn't changes during identical pair compensation while it doubles during
the capacitor compensation when extra electronics are included in the setup.
The over all frequency noise f is one third after the capacitor compensation
while it is one hundredth after the identical device pair compensation. Therefore,
the identical pair compensation is more ecient therefore is better for oscillator
readout circuitry.
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Figure 4.6: The burst mode measurement setup.
4.4 Sinusoidal Pulse
4.4.1 Measurement setup
The burst mode setup is shown in Fig. (4.6), where a pulse function arbitrary
generator (81150A) is used to generate the sinusoidal burst signals. We use the
one port measurement setup which has the largest parallel capacitor, therefore,
the benet of burst mode is more outstanding. The burst excitation is coupled
to the two parallel input electrodes surrounding the resonator, which results in
an eective excitation voltage 2VAC . The output signal is directly measured at
the disk where a Sonoma 310 Low Noise Amplier is utilized to amplify the weak
output signal. The input impedance of the amplier is 50
 and the gain is very
at 32dB  1:5 dB over a wide range 9kH   1GHz. The output voltage is then
measured with an oscilloscope MSO 7034.
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Figure 4.7: The transient response during the burst mode technique.
4.4.2 Measured Time Transient Response
Fig. (4.7) and Fig. (4.8) shows the measured time transient response around the
shut down point with VDC = 0V and VDC = 16V , respectively. When the device
has no DC charge, there is almost no response after the shut down of the AC
excitation. On the other hand, when the device has a DC charge, the vibration
during the excitation is large enough and lasts for a long time after the shut
down of the AC excitation. As shown in Fig.(4.8) during free vibration, the disk
vibration generates a considerable output current. With these data, resonant
frequency, the parallel capacitor and Q factor can be measured simultaneously.
4.4.2.1 Resonant Frequency
The resonant frequency is measured by measuring the period of the output signal
during the free vibration. In this case the average period is calculated to be
15:244 ns which give us a frequency of 65:6MHz.The frequency error is within
500Hz. It is important to highlight that even though the excitation frequency
diers from the resonant frequency, the free vibration output signal will always
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Figure 4.8: zoom in of time transient response around shut down point.
resonate at the resonator's resonant frequency.
4.4.2.2 Measured Parallel Capacitor
When the device is with DC charge,the voltage dierence of the output at the end
of excitation and at the start of free vibration totally comes from the contribution
of the parallel capacitor.
VAC
RL
!sCf
=
Vexcit   Vfree
1032=20
(4.1)
where Vexcit and Vfree are magnitude of the time transient output voltage at the
end of excitation and the beginning of free vibration; RL is the loading resistance
of oscilloscope, which is 50
. The calculated value of parasitic capacitor is 23fF
which is quite consistent with the estimated theoretical value of 18 fF, the extra
5 fF is the parasitic capacitance.
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Figure 4.9: Measurement results of the decayed output voltage amplitude during
free vibration when the excitation signal released at 1:8s.
4.4.2.3 Q Factor
Fig. (4.9) shows the decayed output voltage during free vibration when the
excitation signal released at 1:8s. The time constant and the Q-factor deduced
from the tting curve is:
 = 0:00002s (4.2)
Q = !0=2  4200
The Q factor is quite close to the value 4300 measured in the frequency setup
method with Network analyzer, proving the accuracy of the technique.
4.4.2.4 Excitation Duration VS Vibration Amplitude
Fig.(4.10) plots the magnitude of the output voltage at shut down point versus
excitation frequency for an excitation duration time of 1:5s and 7:5s excita-
tion time duration, respectively. It is consistent with the theoretical predictions
in Fig.(2.6). After a long excitation time of 7:5s, the magnitude of output
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Figure 4.10: Measured output voltage magnitude at the end of short 1:5s and
long 7:5s excitation duration, with change of excitation frequency.
voltage at the resonance 65:5MHz is about 7mV, when the excitation frequency
diers from the resonant frequency by 100 kHz, the magnitude of the output volt-
age decreases by almost half, and by 200 kHz the signal is only 1=6 the original
value. Therefore, the long time excitation technique can be only applicable for
really small frequency changes. However, when the excitation duration time is
short 1:5s, the magnitude of the output voltage is quite at with excitation
frequency. Within 500 kHz frequency deviation of excitation frequency from res-
onant frequency, the magnitude drop is within 50 percent out of 2mV at the res-
onance, which is still a measurable value of our setup. The bandwidth (500 kHz)
is the maximum range for a possible mass sensing applications.
4.4.2.5 Resonant Frequency VS Vibration Amplitude
Fig.(4.11) blue points plot the measured magnitude of the output voltage as
a function of the excitation duration time at the disk's resonant frequency of
65:6MHz and AC voltage of 1:5V . Compared to the theoretical curve (red one),
the measured output voltage decrease at longer excitation time. It is a direct
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Figure 4.11: Measured output voltage magnitude at the end of excitation with
change of excitation duration with and without frequency compensation
result of an odd-ordered nonlinearity in the capacitively transduced resonator's
equation of motion, called electrostatic spring softening [72, 73]. The theoreti-
cal prediction in Fig.(2.5) shows that the vibration displacement of the disk is
in the range of 6 nm at this moment, thus the electrostatic force gradient in-
creases, lowering the eective spring constant and thus the resonant frequency of
the disk resonator. When the disk resonator's resonant frequency deviates from
the excitation frequency the magnitude of the vibration drops as is seen in the
measurements.
In order to prove this theory the excitation frequency is tuned at each mea-
surement to reach the highest output as shown in Fig. (4.11) green points. This
curve matches the theoretical prediction in Chapter 2 Eqn.(2.39) much better
than before, since we are compensating for the frequency drop due to spring soft-
ening. Furthermore, by plotting the corresponding excitation frequency, as in
Fig. (4.12) the excitation frequency is seen to decrease as expected. The electro-
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voltage during the frequency compensation
static spring softening happens around 20s excitation duration, corresponding
to a displacement of 6nm as in Fig.(2.5)). Therefore the most ecient excitation
method is to use a short excitation duration time (1:5s) and increase the AC
voltage to reach the largest displacement within the linear region.
Fig. (4.13) shows the output voltage magnitude at the end of excitation with
the change of AC amplitude under the same small excitation duration time of
1:5s. The output voltage is proportional to the AC amplitude VAC within the
300kHz bandwidth as expected, and the output voltage can be increased up to
7mV .
All the measured results prove the theoretical prediction of the pulse mode
method. The next step is to continuously trace the resonant frequency, Q factor
and parallel capacitor in real time.
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Figure 4.13: Measured output voltage magnitude at the end of excitation as a
function of excitation amplitude. The excitation duration time is 1:5s
4.5 Data Acquisition and Processing with Lab-
view
An automatic data acquisition and processing system can be achieved by Labview
programme as shown in Fig.(4.14). The resonator is excited with the sinusoidal
signal:
vac = Vac sin(!st) (4.3)
for M cycles therefore the excitation time is:
texcite = 1=fs M (4.4)
as shown in Fig.(4.15). The oscilloscope measuring time (base time) is set to be
ts, therefore the whole data sequence is divided into evenly distributed sections
with every section lasting ts. The section number is:
n = tf=ts (4.5)
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Figure 4.14: Front panel of the Labview programme for data acquisition. Indicate
the control of the excitation signal, the acquisition type and time. The rst
graph shows the time transient response of every ts while the second graph shows
the amplitude decay curve during the whole free vibration time. The detailed
programme is in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.15: Data acquisition ow showing the excitation time, the free vibration
time and oscilloscope measurement time base ts. The free vibration time tf and
the average number per section AN . The acquired data is going through further
processing to calculate the resonant frequency, the Q factor and the parallel
capacitor in real time.
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where tf is the whole free vibration time. The oscilloscope data acquisition type
is set to 'average' which averages AN points during each section. In order to
calculate the parallel capacitor and thus the voltage drop at the shut down point,
the last measurement before free vibration is also included which starts from
time point texcit  ts. In every ts, the programme records the measured curve and
computes the frequency f0i and the largest voltage amplitude Vai of the section
i.
After all the data acquisition, the measured frequency and voltage are going
through further processing. First, the nal resonant frequency f0 is the average
of all the measured frequency during free vibration
f0 =
nX
i=1
f0i=n (4.6)
Second, the measured amplitude sequence is imported into a curve tting pro-
gramme to nd the time constant  where:
Q = f0 (4.7)
Finally, the parallel capacitor is calculated using the Eq.(4.1).
The whole process is put together into a loop and repeated until stopped
manually. The loop iteration is well controlled so the time interval can be tuned
in dierent situation. Normally, we would like the system work continuously, so
the time interval is zero. However, when the expected change of the output is
very slower depending on the measurement, and it is not necessary to measure
so often, we can then set the time interval to a larger number.
Here three parameters are important to highlight: ts, AN and tf .
 The smaller the time interval ts, the more accurate the acquired data but
the larger the time consumption.
 The larger the average number, the more stable the acquired data, however
the larger the time needed.
 The longer the free vibration time tf the more data we can process, the
more precise the Q factor. However, the data acquired at the very end is
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Parameters/Features speed accuracy f accuracy Q
ts proportional inverse inverse
AN inverse proportional proportional
tf inverse inverse proportional
Table 4.3: Parameters VS Features.
becoming smaller and smaller which inuences the accuracy of frequency.
Furthermore, it adds more time.
So there is a compromise between precision and speed shown in Table.(4.3).
After many times of experiment with resonators, by tuning the three data
acquisition parameter values, the measured noise of resonant frequency and Q
factor are shown in Fig.(4.16). Taking also the speed into consideration, we
decided to use the ts 1s, AN 512 and tf 10m. Then we are able to gain a
frequency noise of 1 kHz for 66MHz disk and 500Hz for 30MHz LBAR and a
speed of 5 second per loop. The frequency noise measured from the frequency
sweep method is 500Hz for 66MHz disk and 250Hz for 30MHz LBAR for a
bandwidth of 100Hz. The reason why for pulse mode measurement, the frequency
noise is doubled is (1) the pulse setup introduces more electronic equipment thus
increases the phase noise, (2) in order to increase the speed the accuracy of the
frequency is sacriced and (3) lack of a narrow band lter for data processing.
The Q factor is dependent on the exponential curve tting function that a small
amplitude uctuation will induce a large change in time constance thus the Q
factor. Therefore, it displays more noise compared with the frequency. With this
setup parameter, the Q factor noise is around 2  5 percent.
Now we are able use this setup for real sensing application. An initial exper-
iment is humidity sensing.
4.6 Humidity Sensing
The idea of humidity sensing is quite simple, to monitor the resonant frequency, Q
factor and the parallel capacitor under the same room temperature and pressure
but dierent humidity. A gas setup is necessary to control the humidity.
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Figure 4.16: Measured frequency and Q factor noise according to dierent data
acquisition parameters values of tf , ts, and AN .
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Figure 4.17: Gas system for the humidity sensing of MEMS resonators, including
a controllable gas ow and a small polymer chamber to maintain the humidity
from the room environment. This gas setup is built by Master student Jacob
Rasmussen.
4.6.1 Gas System Setup
The gas system shown in Fig.(4.17). It consists of two valve, one of which is pure
nitrogen and the other one is water ow as shown in Fig.(4.18). There is a switch
inside each valve, so that we can determine how much the switches are opened
thus tune the ratio of the ow from the two valve. Therefore, we can control the
humidity. A polymer chamber is also included in this system to isolate the small
area around the resonator and the probes from the room environment. Meanwhile
we put a capacitive humidity sensor inside the chamber as a reference humidity
sensor.
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Figure 4.18: Gas ow diagram demonstrating the two switches and valves, one
of which is used to control the amount of nitrogen and the other to control the
gas through water chamber.
4.6.2 Measurement Results
Fig. (4.19) and Fig. (4.20) respectively shows the LBAR and the disk resonant
frequency, Q factor and the parallel capacitor plot of time with the humidity
quick jump between the highest and lowest value.
Resonant Frequency
The LBAR resonator responded quickly and linearly according to the humidity
change. When the relative humidity changed between almost zero percent to 80
percent, the total resonant frequency change is around 4 kHz. However, disk
resonator appeared a shift to a higher frequency with time. The possible reason
could be from the surface cleaning. Because of the special back side etching of
disk, the surface of the disk can contain some gold residues which are removed
with the water vapor during the drop in humidity. Therefore, the total mass of
disk is decreased and vibrating at a higher resonant frequency. The frequency
change for disk is around 100 kHz at the maximum for a humidity change from
0-80 percent. The resulting humidity sensitivity is thus around  0:8 percent
which is very high.
Q Factor
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Figure 4.19: Pulse mode measured real time LBAR resonant frequency (Blue
line), Q factor (Red line) and parallel capacitor (Green line) with the humidity
change (Black line). The humidity changes quickly between 6 percent to 80
percent.
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Figure 4.20: Pulse mode measured real time disk resonant frequency (Blue line),
Q factor (Red line) and parallel capacitor (Green line) with the humidity change
(Black line). The humidity changes quickly between 2 percent to 83 percent.
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Due to the acquisition problem stated in last section, measured Q factor for both
the LBAR and disk displayed a large noise but still it demonstrated a trend
when the humidity increased the Q factor decreased which makes sense due to
the more damping. The total change of Q factor is around 10 percent for LBAR
and 5 percent for disk. The noise of the measured Q factor can be improved by
using a better algorithm for exponential tting for example calculating the slope
at a xed time.
Parallel Capacitor
The most interested phenomenon is that the measured parallel capacitors of
LBAR and disk resonator demonstrate dierent tendency to humidity change.
When humidity increased the parallel capacitor of LBAR decreased while the
parallel capacitor of the disk resonator increased. As is stated in Chapter 3, the
total parallel capacitor is:
Cp = Cf + Cparasitic (4.8)
while the feedthrough capacitor is:
Cf =
0rwt
d+ x
(4.9)
where r is the relative permittivity. Table(4.4) lists for both LBAR and disk
the total parallel capacitor Cp from measurement, the feedthrough capacitors
Cf calculated with the device geometry and the parasitic capacitor Cparasitic as
subtraction result of the former two values.
The feedthrough capacitor of LBAR is much smaller than the disk, because
it has a smaller coupling area w. While the parasitic capacitor of LBAR is much
larger than disk. The possible explanation relies on the special layout of LBAR
shown in Fig.(4.1(b)). The anchoring pad which is at the same time connected to
the output pad is surrounded by the two input pads, therefore, the electric eld
is very strong in between and thus contributes to a higher parasitic capacitor.
While disk resonator doesn't have this problem since the input and output pads
are separated far away from each other.
When the humidity increased, two independent and competing processes are
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(fF) Cp Cf Cparasitic
LBAR 26 5 21
Disk 17.5 12.5 5
Table 4.4: Capacitors of LBAR and Disk resonators
occurring. The water vapor starts to ll the gap, increasing the relative permit-
tivity r and thus increasing the feedthrough capacitor; on the other hand, the
increasing relative permittivity at the surrounding area deceases the electric led
E according to the Maxwell equation 5E = =0r ( is the charge density)[74]
thus decreasing the parasitic capacitor. Therefore, whether the total parallel
capacitor increased or decreased depends on the ratio of the feedthrough and
parasitic capacitor. The LBAR has a larger parasitic capacitor and the decrease
of this capacitor seemed to dominate the increase of the feedthrough capacitor
hence the total parallel capacitor decreases. The situation is just opposite in the
disk resonator hence the total parallel capacitor decreases.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, various measurement methods are successfully tested on disk and
LBAR resonators. Frequency sweep measurement setup is built mainly with net-
work analyzer. Both one port and two port measurement are conducted with
disk resonator and the two port measurement shows a decrease in both signal
and the parallel capacitor. Compensation structures with both tunable capaci-
tor and identical disk pair have been applied with frequency sweep measurement
and the identical disk pair shows a perfect compensation eect so that anti res-
onance is totally canceled. This is extremely important for precise measurement
of the resonant frequency for example with self sustain loop circuitry where we
saw an improvement in the frequency noise by a factor of 100. Afterwards, pulse
mode measurement setup has been built mainly with a signal generator and os-
cilloscope. The time transient response of the outputs are used to calculate the
resonant frequency, the Q factor and the parallel capacitor. The measured re-
sults are compared to the results from frequency sweep method and they are
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quite consistent to each other, proving the accuracy of the pulse mode method.
A Labview programme has been designed to continuously trace the three mea-
sured parameters which indicates a possibility of real time application. A gas
setup with polymer chamber and gas valves has been built up to well control
the ow of water vapor thus the relative humidity. Both disk and LBAR res-
onators have been used for humidity sensing with pulse mode. The LBAR show
consistent frequency and parallel capacitor changes whereas the disk resonator
shows increasing frequency shifts with time, probably due to the surface contam-
ination. Overall the disk devices performed best with relative shifts of 100 kHz
with a humidity change of 80 percent, leading to a humidity resolution of  0:8
percent, which is extremely good given that no polymer sensing layer has been
implemented. Finally, dierences in the measured parallel capacitance has been
noted and a possible explanation has been given.
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Chapter 5
Oscillator Circuit
In this chapter, an active lter tuned oscillator is designed for disk resonator. The
oscillator's self-sustain conguration allows the continuously readout of the reso-
nant frequency of the resonator. It consists of a parallel capacitor compensation
circuitry, a multi-stage high gain high frequency amplier, and a hysteresis com-
parator. The oscillator circuitry is designed and simulated with CMOS 0.18 m
technology. The behavior of the whole oscillator system is veried with Labview
simulink. The physical layout of the circuitry is also displayed.
In the frequency response measurement setup, network analyzer is a must.
This equipment requires a complicated circuitry which generates a range of fre-
quencies, therefore is large size, expensive and impossible to be integrated into
a small product in real application. However, in the time transient response
measurement setup, signal with only one frequency is necessary. An integrated
oscillator circuitry can achieve the single frequency synthesis.
5.1 Oscillator Overview
The basic structure of a sinusoidal oscillator consists of an amplier and a fre-
quency selective network connected in a positive feedback loop as shown in block
diagram form in Fig.(5.1)[43]. In our case, the frequency selective network is
MEMS resonator. The input, output, and feedback signals are xs, xo and xf ,
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Figure 5.1: The basic structure of a sinusoidal oscillator.
respectively.
(xs + xf )A(s) = xo (5.1)
xf = xo (5.2)
Thus the transfer function with feedback is given as:
xo
xs
= Af (s) =
A(s)
1  A(s)(s) (5.3)
If at a specic frequency f0 the loop gain A is equal to unity, the denominator
of the Eqn.(5.3) will be zero which means the at this frequency, the circuit will
have a nite output for zero input signal. Such a circuit is by denition an
oscillator. The transfer function of the feedback loop of Eqn.(5.3) to provide
sinusoidal oscillations of frequency !0 is:
L(j!0)  A(j!0)(!0) = 1 (5.4)
Barkhausen criterion: at !0 the phase of the loop gain should be zero and the
magnitude of the loop gain should be unity.[43]
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the active lter tuned oscillator.
To meet this oscillation criterion, there are a lot of oscillator types such as
LC oscillator[75], Pierce oscillator [67] and so on. Among these, the simplest
structure called the Active Filter Tuned oscillator is very suitable for our MEMS
resonator.
5.2 Active-Filter Tuned Oscillator
Fig. (5.2) shows the principle of the Active Filter Tuned Oscillator. The MEMS
resonator functions as a high Q factor bandpass lter with a center frequency
of the lter, the resonant frequency f0. A hard limiter (or called a compara-
tor/regulator) is connected with the MEMS resonator to form a positive feedback
loop. During the oscillation, the sine-wave signal v1 is fed to the comparator, pro-
ducing a square wave output v2 with frequency f0 and voltage levels determined
by the limiting levels. The square wave v2 in turn is fed to the bandpass lter
which lters out the harmonics and leaves only the fundamental output v1 the
sinusoidal wave with frequency f0. The merits of this specic oscillator congu-
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ration are:
 Simply structure and principle.
 Independent control of frequency, amplitude and distortion of the output
sinusoid.
 Obviously, the Q factor of the MEMS resonator, rather than the other
circuitry, determines the purity of the output sine wave. Therefore, high Q
factor will lead to a low distortion of output sine wave.
 The frequency stability of the MEMS resonator, rather than the other cir-
cuitry, determines the frequency stability of the oscillator.
The phase of the square wave always jumps from 180 to  180(fall edge) or
reverse (rise edge), therefore, there is always a point in between which meets the
Barkhausen zero phase criterion. As long as loop gain of the circuitry is larger
than 1, it can oscillate. A pre-amplier is included in this circuitry, since the
MEMS resonator has a negative gain at resonant frequency. The power supply we
are using it from zero to +V = 1:8V , so the phase of the square wave jumps from
0  to 180 . The phase delay from the amplier,the comparator and the loading
contact pad capacitor will supplement the other 180 . The detailed analysis will
be explained below. The 0:18m CMOS technology is utilized in our design for
high speed implementation.
5.3 Parallel Capacitor Compensation
In the active-lter tuned oscillator, the bandpass lter should have a single peak
at central frequency. However, in MEMS resonator case, the parallel capacitor
introduces an extra anti peak. Therefore, parallel capacitor compensation is re-
quired in the oscillator structure. As is illustrated in Chapter 3, we can either
use two identical MEMS resonator device or a tunable capacitor to achieve the
compensation. We would like to try both of the structure in our design. The rst
structure is simple while the tunable capacitor method is a little bit complicated
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Figure 5.3: Capacitor down scale with a T  structure.
since we would like the resolution down to 1 fF, otherwise, the inuence of paral-
lel capacitor is still considerable (detailed analysis with be demonstrated in the
simulation results).
5.3.1 Capacitor Down Scale
The smallest size of commercially available capacitors is 100 fF, therefore a down
scale structure is necessary as shown in Fig. (5.3).
A T  structure with three capacitors are utilized. The equivalent capacitor
Cc between port 1 and port 2 is calculated by applying a voltage source v across
the two ports, and deducing the short circuit current i.
i = v
1
j!(C2+C3)
1
j!C1
+ 1
j!(C2+C3)
j!C2 (5.5)
therefore,
Cc = C1
C2
C1 + C2 + C3
(5.6)
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Figure 5.4: Variable capacitor array controlled by digital switch.
when C3  C1;2
Cc  C1C2
C3
(5.7)
When C1 is the smallest value 100 fF and C2=C3 = 1=100, the equivalent com-
pensation capacitor is then 1 fF.
5.3.2 Capacitor Array
The variable capacitor C1 can be achieved by an array of capacitors as shown in
Fig.(5.4)
The switch array is utilized to control the selection of capacitors. When
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Vctrli is high, the corresponding capacitor is connected between input and out-
put ports, otherwise, it is open circuited. The tunable range is from 100fF to
1500fF with a resolution 100 fF, corespondent to a 4   bit digital sequence of
[Vctrl4; Vctrl3; Vctrl2; Vctrl1] from [0001] to [1111]. As a result, the equivalent com-
pensation capacitor Cc is from 1 fF to 15 fF with resolution 1 fF. In principle
higher range can be achieved by increasing the control bits. However, at this
time C1 is large, and is comparable to C3, the denominator of Eqn.(5.6) is larger
and hence Cc is decreased. Therefore, we only use 4   bit. 15 fF is sucient for
two port conguration (up to 10 fF) while for one port conguration (up to 30 fF)
it is better to use identical resonator pair for compensation.
5.4 Dierential Amplier
As is illustrate in Chapter 3 Fig.(3.10), a dierential amplier is necessary for
two aim:
 Pre-amplify the weak output signal from the MEMS resonator.
 Implement the subtraction of the parallel eect.
In order to design and simulate the circuit, equivalent circuit model, based on
theoretical calculation and measurement tting, is used with parameters:
Cx = 1:8 aF (5.8)
Lx = 3:23H (5.9)
Rx = 1M
 (5.10)
The value of motional resistance used in simulation is little bit larger than in the
real device (hundreds of k
 depend on dierent Q factor value).By setting that,
we can make sure the real output current is always larger than the simulation
result and the designed circuit can work anyway.
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Figure 5.5: (a)Dierential amplier connected with MEMS and compensation
capacitor (b)Equivalent circuitry model with load pad capacitor.
5.4.1 Contacting Pad Capacitance
Fig.(5.5(a)) shows the connection of the MEMS resonator and the compensation
capacitor circuitry to the amplier pads with wire bonding. Fig.(5.5(b)) demon-
strates the equivalent circuitry while the two Cpad represent the contacting pad
capacitance. The estimated value of Cpad is around 1pF .The requirement of the
amplier could be summarized as follow points:
 High gain. According to the circuit structure in Fig.(5.5(b)),and assuming
the parallel capacitor is totally compensated which means Cc is exactly
equal to Cp, at resonant frequency, the dierential input voltage between
the input ports of amplier will be:
Vind = Vin+   Vin  = Vin
1
j!Cpad
1
j!Cpad+Rx
 Vin
1
j!Cpad
1
Rx
(5.11)
since 1=j!Cpad  2:5k
  Rx = 1M
.Therefore, for the unity input Vin,
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the dierential input voltage of amplier is:
Vind = Vin
2:5k
1M
= 2:5mV (5.12)
The minimal stimulate voltage for comparator is around hundreds of mil-
livolt.This means the minimal dierential gain of the amplier should be
around 100.
 High speed. It should be able to work at 66MHz without to much phase
delay. Normally, the oscillator circuit should totally have about 30 phase
margin. According to the Eqn.(5.11), the pad capacitor Cpad performs as
the load for MEMS, therefore, contributes 90 phase delay. As a result, the
phase delay from amplier and comparator will be in total 180 90 30 =
60. Let's split evenly, then the amplier and the comparator could have
30 phase shift each.
 In summary, we need an amplier with at least 40dB gain and at most 30
phase delay at 66MHz.
5.4.2 Active Load
Fig.(5.6) shows the standard single stage dierential amplier conguration. The
current source Ib is used to bias the amplier. The gain stage is a common source
topology dierential n MOS pair M1. Vin and Vo are input and output, re-
spectively. The parallel RL and CL represent the load impedance. Using small
signal analysis, the dierential gain of this conguration is therefore:
Ad =
Vo+   Vo 
Vin+   Vin  =
2gm1
1=R + j!CL
(5.13)
The load impedance can be commonly achieved either by current mirror active
loads as in Fig.(5.7(a)) or diode connected active loads as in Fig.(5.7(b)). With
current mirror active loads, the corresponding loading resistance and capacitance
are drain-source resistance and capacitance of p MOS M2:
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Figure 5.6: Standard single stage dierential amplier conguration with bias
current Ib,dierential input Vin and dierential output Vo
RLmirror = rds2 (5.14)
CLmirror = Cds2 (5.15)
Both the resistance and capacitance in this case are high, therefore, contribute
a high gain but a low speed.On the other hand, with diode connected active
loads, since the drain and gate are connected together,the corresponding loading
resistance and capacitance are the inverse of transconductance and gate-source
capacitor of p MOS M3 :
RLdiode = 1=gm3 (5.16)
CLdiode = Cgs (5.17)
Both the resistance and capacitance in diode connected active loads are smaller
than those in current mirror topology,therefore lead to a lower gain but a higher
speed. What we are pursuing is high gain and high speed. The problem is how
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Figure 5.7: (a) current mirror active loads (b) diode connected active loads (c)
cross coupling diode connected active loads.
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to compromise between these two features. In our case, speed is the rst consid-
eration, and diode connected loads are selected. Fig.(5.7(c)) shows an improved
cross coupling diode connected loads instead the single diode connected loads.
The used of cross-coupled transistors allows us to precisely increase the load-
ing resistance, without changing the over-drive voltage. The equivalent loading
resistance is now:
RLcross = 1=(gm3   gm4) (5.18)
while
gmi = ki(VGSi   jVthj) (5.19)
while
ki = pCopWi=Li (5.20)
Vthp is the threshold voltage of p MOS and VSGi  jVthpj is the overdrive voltage
of transistor Mi. Wi and Li are the width and length of the transistor Mi,
respectively. For the sake of high speed, the length Li of the loading transistors
normally all uses the smallest number of the technology L4 = L3. In the cross
coupling conguration, M4 and M3 has the same bias voltage VG therefore,the
cross coupling eect increases the resistance by a factor of
RLcross
RLdiode
=
W3
W3  W4 (5.21)
In principle, the larger the W4, the smaller the W3 W4, and the larger the gain.
However, increase ofW4 also introduces a larger Cds4 as a loading capacitor, since
Cds / W .Therefore, usually W4 is set to be half or two third of W3, and the gain
can be double or triple.In stead of the simple single stage dierential amplier,
either using a cascode or multi stages conguration can achieve higher gain.
5.4.3 Cascode Conguration
Fig.(5.8(a)) shows the commonly used conguration for a single stage amplier,
a cascode conguration. Based on the simple dierential amplier in Fig.(5.6),
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Figure 5.8: (a)single stage cascode conguration (b) Single side equivalent small
signal resistance and capacitance model looking into the output node (c) voltage
swing range available.
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common-gate-connected transistor pairsM2 andM3 are inserted as cascade stages
upon the gain M1 and load M4 transistor pairs. Mb is the bias stage which
provide the bias current Ib. Fig.(5.8(b)) shows the single side equivalent small
signal model at the positive output node. The output resistance looking into the
drain of cascode transistors M2+ and M3+ are respectively given by:
rd2 = gm2rds2rds1 (5.22)
rd3 = gm3rds3=gm4 (5.23)
since 1=gm4 << rds1, the equivalent loading resistance is rd3. Meanwhile both gm3
and gm4 are transconductance of pMOS transistor, with similar dimension and
saturation condition,
gm3  gm4 (5.24)
therefore,
RL  rd3 = gm3
gm4
rds3  rds3 (5.25)
is much larger than the load resistance 1=gm with simple dierential amplier
structure in Eqn.(5.16).At the same time, the cascode structure doesn't change
the load capacitance, since the extra cascode capacitor Cds3 is connected in series
with the original loading capacitance Cgs4.
CL =
CdsCgs
Cds + Cgs
jCgs<<Cds  Cgs (5.26)
Therefore, the cascode conguration can provide a much higher gain without sac-
ricing the speed. It seems to meet our requirement,however, when we check the
voltage swing range of the transistors as shown in Fig.(5.8(c)). In order to ensure
that the transistors are operating in deep saturation, so that transconductance
and speed of the transistors can sit in their highest region. The over drive voltage:
Vdsat = VGS   jVthj (5.27)
should be larger enough. Normally, the value of Vdsat is set above 250mV . There-
fore, the saturation criterion Vds > Vdsat is applied for Mb;M1 3. The output
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voltage should be above 750mV from the nMOS point of view. At the same
time,the gate and drain of M4 are connected together, so it is for sure working in
saturation. The threshold voltage of pMOS jVthpj is around 550mV , therefore
VSG4 > Vthp + 250mV = 800mV (5.28)
which makes VG4 = VD4 < 1V and from pMOS point of view output voltage
should be below 750mV . Evaluating from both pMOS and nMOS, the voltage
swing at output node is zero. As is demonstrated at the beginning of this chapter,
the voltage swing we need is around 200mV, therefore, the cascode conguration
is not applicable for its small voltage swing.
5.4.4 Multi Stages
The only alternative is to use multiple stages of the simple conguration with
cross coupling diode connected loads.The challenge relies on how to prevent the
amplication of the DC bias voltage. For example, the input node of each stage is
biased at 1V and the output node is biased at 1:2V . Therefore, direct connection
of the output of the ith stage to the input of the (i + 1)th stage will lead to a
dislocation of the biasing states. Therefore, DC block should insert between two
consequent stages and external bias for input nodes of each stage is also required
as shown in Fig.(5.9(a).) V iin and V
i
o represent the input and output voltage of
the ith stage. A single series capacitor Cs functions as the DC block.DC single
is separated while AC signal can still pass by. Cin and Co represent the input
output capacitor of each single stage amplier. Therefore, according to the small
signal analysis:
V i+1in = V
i
o
Cs
Cs + Cin
(5.29)
therefore, when Cs >> Cin, V
i+1
in  V io . At this time, the transmission loss of the
small signal between two stages will be negligible.
The utility of DC block capacitor brings in an extra problem, that is how
to bias the input nodes of each stages. The ideal way is to employ a resistor
Rb with innitely big resistance. Therefore, the input nodes are biased to the
voltage source Vb meanwhile no small signal current leakage to voltage source. The
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Figure 5.9: (a)DC block Cs between two neighboring stages and biasing for input
nodes with innite impedance Rb which is implemented by (b) weak inversion
transistor conguration.
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implementation of Rb could take use of transistors operating in weak inversion as
shown in Fig.(5.9(b)). The source and gate nodes are biased with voltage source
Vb and Vbg:
VGS = Vbg   Vb (5.30)
By setting the gate-source voltage very close to the threshold voltage Vth, the tran-
sistor is operating in weak inversion region.In addition, large length and smaller
width are selected in order to minimize the leaking current:
Id =
1
2
W
L
nCox(VGS   Vthn)2 (5.31)
which induces a sub-pA drain current and almost zero drain-source voltage drop
VDS. Therefore, the drain voltage which is the input node of each single stage
amplier, follows the source voltage which is the bias voltage source.
5.4.5 Design Parameter and Simulation Results
Fig.(5.10) shows the width of the transistors for the single stage and operational
DC voltage at bias nodes. For the sake of high speed and high gain, all the
transistor working in strong inversion region have a minimal length of 260nm.
The cross coupling subtraction factor is two, which leads to widths of two identical
pairs are 40m and 20m,respectively. Biasing transistor pairs working in the
weak inversion have a larger length of 960nm and smaller width of 5m.Four
stages are utilized.
Fig.(5.11)shows dierential gain and phase at the 4th stage amplier, under
the condition the parallel capacitor of the MEMS electrical model is totally com-
pensated. At the resonant frequency, the dierential gain is  15 dB. Therefore,
a small signal input of magnitude 1V applied on the MEMS resonator will gen-
erate a dierential output magnitude of 178mV which is sucient to boost the
comparator. Meanwhile, the phase shift at resonant frequency is 120 in which
90 is from the contacting pad capacitor Cpad and the rest 30 is the phase delay
of the four stages amplier. In conclusion, the amplication and the speed are
appropriate for our MEMS resonator application. The total power consumption
for amplier is around 9mW.
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Figure 5.10: Width of the transistors for single stage and operational DC voltage
at bias nodes.
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Figure 5.11: Dierential gain and phase at the 4th stage amplier, under the
condition the parallel capacitor of the MEMS electrical model is totally compen-
sated.
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5.5 Hysteresis Comparator
Fig.(5.12) shows the function of the comparator. Black curve represents the ideal
sinu wave, and blue one is the real signal with random noise such as thermal noise.
Purple curve shows the square wave after a normal comparator which transfer all
the positive signal to +V and negative signal to  V . Because the real sinu wave
with noise has some jitter around zero as shown with the green circles, there are
extra noise peaks appearing in the purple curve. In order to remove this noise, we
would like to utilize the special comparator called hysteresis comparator or called
Schmitt Trigger(ST) comparator which act as a bistable circuit. In this case, the
comparator no longer has a single threshold{zero, instead it has two thresholds
+Vs and  Vs as illustrate as the red curves. In this case the comparator has
memory. Not only the sinu wave but also the current state of the square wave
determine the next state of the square wave. Therefore,
 Only when the square wave is positive, and when the sinu wave is smaller
than  Vs,the square wave will drop to negative level.
 Only when the square wave is negative, and when the sinu wave is bigger
than Vs, the square wave will jump to positive level.
Small changes between [ Vs : Vs] will not induce the level change. The dark
green curve shows the square wave after the hysteresis comparator and it is seen
that the noise introduced by the jitter is totally removed.
5.5.1 Implementation of CMOS Dierential Schmitt Trig-
ger
Traditional Schmitt trigger [43] based on op-amps and resistive feedback suer
from limited speed and large power consumption. Such drawbacks are avoided
in the CMOS based Schmitt trigger proposed by Dokic [76]. The topology was
modied to accommodate dierent applications [77][78][79]. However, the afore
mentioned Schmitt triggers are all single ended and have a hysteresis that is set
by device dimensions, process parameters, supply voltage and varies with process
conditions which makes them not particularly suitable for precision applications.
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Figure 5.12: Function of the normal comparator and hysteresis comparator
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Figure 5.13: Yuan's fully dierential Schmitt trigger with cross coupled static
inverter.
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Dierent Schmitt triggers oers better supply rejection and is more robust to
process variations [80]. F. Yuan [81] added a cross-coupled static inverter pair
to the conventional dierential pair to make a dierential Schmitt trigger, as is
shown in Fig.(5.13) . This structure has an advantage of tunable hysteresis by
the component ratio and over-drive voltage. However, to reliably turn on the
inverter pair requires a voltage swing higher than jVthpj+ Vthn , which set a very
large over-drive voltage over M3 4 and hence large power dissipation.
We propose a novel low-power dierential Schmitt trigger design. Compared
with Yuan's design, the proposed structure also features a precisely dened hys-
teresis, but requires a much lower overdrive voltage. As a result, the proposed
structure consumes much less power, runs a higher speed and accepts input with
much smaller swing.
5.5.2 Principle
We follow the main idea of Yuan to make dierential Schmitt trigger, but with
a modied positive feedback structure to accommodate smaller output swing as
shown in Fig.(5.14). The modied feedback structure is actually a dierential pair
M3 . To ensure M3 saturation during operation, an additional pair of cascode
transistors M2 is employed to provide folded-cascode signal path. The loading
network is actually a pair of diode-connected transistorsM4 in combination with
a pair of cross-coupled transistors M5.
The proposed structure can be modeled as a Dierential-Dierence Amplier
(DDA) with positive feedback, as is shown in Fig.(5.15), With this model, the
transfer function of the proposed structure can be derived as:
Vod(s)
Vin(s)
=
Gm1
sCL + (GL  Gm3) =
Gm1
sCL + (Gm4  Gm5  Gm3) (5.32)
where Gmi is the transconductance of transistorMi, GL is the conductance of the
loading network, CL is capacitive at the output node. The transfer function has
a single pole located at:
sp = (Gm3 +Gm5  Gm4)=CL (5.33)
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of proposed low power dierential Schmitt trigger
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Figure 5.15: Analytical model of the proposed low power dierential Schmitt
trigger
.
 If Gm3 + Gm5 < Gm4, the pole lies in the left half plane, and the output
shows a typical low pass behavior.
 If Gm3 + Gm5 > Gm4, the pole lies in the right half plane, leading to an
exponential growing output with time constant CL=(Gm3 +Gm5  Gm4).
Based on the above observation, the detailed dynamics of the proposed Schmitt
trigger can be revealed using the transconductance curve given in Fig.(5.16(a)).
The transconductances of dierential pairM3 and loading transistorsM4 ,M5 are
functions of dierential output:
Vod = Vo+   Vo  (5.34)
They reach the peak values when Vod reaches zero, and slowly drop when Vod
departs from zero.
 Gm4  Gm5 crosses x  axis at VodL and with y  axis at GL 0.
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Figure 5.16: Dierential transconductance curves Gm3 and Gm4   Gm5 with
output voltage change.(a)with cross nodes at VodC (b)without cross nodes
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 Gm3 crosses x  axis at Vodf and with y axit at Gm3 0.
 The two curves have cross nodes at VodC .
When
  VodC < Vod < VodC (5.35)
Gm3 > Gm4  Gm5 (5.36)
turning on the positive feedback.Detailed calculation for the transconductance is
given as follow:
I+d3 =
1
2
k3(VSG3   jVthpj+ 1
2
Vod)
2 (5.37)
I d3 =
1
2
k3(VSG3   jVthpj   1
2
Vod)
2 (5.38)
The sum of the two feedback current should be constant:
I+d3 + I
 
d3 = Ib2 (5.39)
where Ib2 is the bias current for M3. The solution is
Gm3 =
I+d3   I d3
V +o   V +o
= k3
q
Ib2=k3   V 2od=4 (5.40)
while Gm4  Gm5 cam be calculated in the similar way:
Gm4  Gm5 = (k4   k5)
r
Ib1   Ib2
k4   k5   V
2
od=4 (5.41)
where Ib1 is the total bias current. Therefore the two curves cross x  axis re-
spectively at:
 Vodf = 2
p
Ib2=k3 = (VSG3   jVthpj) (5.42)
VodL = 2
p
(Ib1   Ib2)=(k4 + k5 = (VSG4;5   jVthpj) (5.43)
Due to the voltage drop on current source Ib2, VSG3 is always smaller than VSG4;5,
therefore Vodf is always smaller than VodL. While the two curves also cross the
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y axis respectively at:
Gm3 0 = k3
p
Ib2=k3 = k3(VSG3   jVthpj) (5.44)
GL 0 = (k4   k5)
p
(Ib1   Ib2)=(k4 + k5) (5.45)
= (k4   k5)(VSG4;5   jVthpj) (5.46)
when Gm3 0  GL 0, the two curves Gm3 and Gm4  Gm5 are able to cross each
other and to turn on the positive feedback. Otherwise, whenGm3 0 < GL 0 which
means curve Gm4   Gm5 will be always above curve Gm3, the positive feedback
will never happen as shown in Fig.(5.16(b)).
As a result, the criterion for the circuit design should be able to ensure that:
k3
p
Ib2=k3 > (k4   k5)
p
(Ib1   Ib2)=(k4 + k5) (5.47)
The solution for cross points are:
Vod = VodC = 2
s
k3Ib2   (k4   k5)2(Ib1   Ib2)=(k4 + k5)
k23   (k4   k5)2
(5.48)
5.5.3 Derive Hysteresis VinC
When the dierential output passesVodC and enters the positive feedback region,
the corresponding dierential input voltage, names as VinC is the hysteresis
threshold. In order to derive VinC , the transfer function could be rewritten in
its dierential format as:
(Gm4  Gm5  Gm3)dVod = Gm1dVin (5.49)
VinC then can be solved from the integral equation:Z VodL
VodC
(Gm4  Gm5  Gm3)dVod =
Z VinC
0
Gm1dVin (5.50)
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WM1 WM2 WM3 WM4 WM5
40m 40m 4m 3m 5m
Vb Ib1 Ib2 Itotal Power
1:25V 1mA 75A 2:5mA 4:5mW
Table 5.1: Parameters of the comparator circuit in Fig.(5.14)
where in the similar as calculate Gm3 and Gm4  Gm5:
Gm1 = k1
q
Ib1=k1   V 2in=4 (5.51)
Therefore, the threshold VinC then equals to:
2Ib1 arcsin
VinC
2
p
Ib1=k1
+
1
4
VinC
s
Ib1k1(1  V
2
inC
4Ib1=k1
) (5.52)
= 2Ib2 arcsin
VodC
2
p
Ib2=k3
+
1
4
VodC
s
Ib2k3(1  V
2
odC
4Ib2=k3
)
  [(Ib1   Ib2)(k4   k5)=(k4 + k5) arcsin VodC
2
p
(Ib1   Ib2)=(k4 + k5)
+
1
4
VodC
s
(Ib1   Ib2)(k4   k5)2
k4 + k5
(1  V
2
odC
4(Ib1   Ib2)=(k4 + k5))]
The analytical equation is complicated therefore, the precise design has to re-
sort to the simulation software. The lengths of all the transistors are 260nm
while the widths of the transistors, the bias current and comparator total power
consumption are listed in Table.(5.1).
5.5.4 Latch
In order to stabilize the output signal, the comparator is followed by a latch
circuit, which is capable of temporary storage of the output for use at a later
time in the operation. Fig.(5.17)shows the commonly used latch circuit with cross
coupling two NAND gates. VoC and VoL represent the output of comparator
(also the input of latch circuit) and the output of the latch circuit. The cross
coupling constructs the positive loop, and brings the memory into the circuit.
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Figure 5.17: Latch circuit with cross coupling two NAND gates.
It means the output signal is no longer only dependent on the input but also
dependent on the output of the last state. Besides, when the gain of the NAND
gate is larger than unity, the positive loop also contributes a faster rising/falling
speed at the edge of digital signal.
Fig.(5.18) shows the CMOS implementation of the latch circuit with cross
coupling two NAND gates in Fig.(5.17). The width of the transistors are labeled
aside. In order to minimize the power consumption and maximize the speed, all
the transistors are using small size. The lengths are all 260nm, and widths are all
1m except the two p MOS determining the gain of latch input.They are using
slightly larger widths of 3m to ensure the overall gain of each NAND gate is
more than unity. Even Larger value of the dimension will decrease the speed
since larger capacitor of the transistor are introduced. Fig.(5.19) shows the time
transient dierential output voltage after the four stages amplier VoA+ VoA  and
afterward through the comparator and latch VoL+ VoL , under the condition that
parallel capacitor of MEMS resonator is totally compensated.As can be calculated
from the gure,the over all phase shift of comparator and latch in total is 30
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Figure 5.18: CMOS implementation of latch circuit with cross coupling two
NAND gates.
which is within our estimation.
5.6 Initial Control
The oscillation close loop can achieve by simply connecting the negative output
of latch to the input of MEMS resonator and the compensation capacitor array.
The positive output node of latch can be the measurement port, therefore, the
oscillator circuit is separated from the measurement load. However,normally an
oscillator circuit requires an initial input as a start up. Fig.(5.20) shows the
initial control of the oscillator. When CLK1 is on, the initial sinusoidal excita-
tion is applied on the MEMS resonator, while the output of latch is left open.
After a short while, CLK1 is o and CLK2 is on simultaneously, which means
the initial excitation is switched o and the close loop is linked. CLK3 is imple-
mented to control the on and o of the loop to perform the pulse excitation mode.
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Figure 5.19: Time transient dierential output voltage after the four stages am-
plier VoA+ VoA  and afterward through the comparator and latch VoL+ VoL ,
under the condition that parallel capacitor of MEMS resonator is totally com-
pensated.
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Figure 5.20: Initial excitation control with AND , INV and OR gates.
5.7 Simulink Verication
Fig.(5.21) demonstrates the simulink behavior model of the whole oscillator loop.
The black area represents the initial control with a initial rectangular excitation
and a switch between initial excitation and the close loop. The blue area represent
the real device model in which the Cp is gain of the parallel capacitor remaining
in the system after compensation:
KCp = Cp=Cpad (5.53)
transfer function MEMS is the model of the pure motional part:
H(s)MEMS =
1=sCpad
Rx + 1=sCx + sLx + 1=sCpad
(5.54)
=
Cpad
s2LxCxCpad + sRxCxCpad + CxCpad
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Figure 5.21: The behavior model with simulink for oscillator circuitry including
the initial control (black), the MEMS device model (blue), the amplier model
(green) and the comparator (red). The analog output from the amplier and the
digital output from the comparator are indicated.
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and the other block simulates the random noise of the resonator device.The green
area represents the transfer function of the four-stage amplier and the capacitive
DC block in between every two stages. The values of the transfer functions are
from the simulation results of Cadence. The low pass amplier cut o frequency
is f1 = 577MHz while the high pass block cut o frequency is f2 = 3kHz. Both
of the two frequencies are far away from the central frequency f0 = 66MHz,
therefore their inuences on phase change are very trivial. The red area represents
the model of comparator. The transport delay is to save the comparator previous
output for comparison usage of current state. It is set to be a extremely short
time (for example 1 ns). The hysteresis level is set by the hysteresis gain block:
Khysteresis = Vedge=V DD (5.55)
where Vedge is the voltage where the positive feedback starts.
Fig.(5.22) shows simulated output response when the parallel capacitor is
totally compensated. Fig.(5.22(a)) shows the analog output after the amplier
for pure motional response, while Fig.(5.22(b)) is the analog output including
random noise. The digital outputs of both no noise and device noise of 1 mV
corresponding to 40 percent of the signal in Fig.(5.22(c)). The two digital outputs
in this case overlap each other, since the comparator has a hysteresis of 30 degree
which is able to tolerate up to sin30 = 1=2 noise/signal ratio. However in
Fig.(5.22(d)) device noise is as high as 2 mV corresponding to 80 percent of the
signal, the digital output has a great phase oset and in addition it appears the
spark as shown with the arrow. This is because the hysteresis is not big enough
to illuminate the error as stated in Fig.(5.12). Noise of the devices mainly come
from the thermal noise, variation of DC supply and so on. The noise value 1mV is
beyond the up limit of the device under room temperature and normal pressure,
therefore the oscillator circuitry is reliable in this case.
When the parallel capacitor is not totally compensated, instead, there is a
remaining parallel capacitor. Fig.(5.23) shows the analog (a) and digital (b) out-
put signal for dierent remaining parallel capacitor 0 fF , 1 fF and 5 fF . As
we can see, when the remaining parallel capacitor increases to 1 fF, some defor-
mation appears upon the motional output due to the parallel capacitor charge
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Figure 5.22: Simulated time transient voltage of the simulink behavior model
with parallel capacitor total compensated (KCp = 0). The initial excitation lasts
for 1 s and afterward the loop is closed and starts oscillating. (a) analog output
without noise (b) analog output with noise (c) digital outputs with noise less than
50 percent (d) digital outputs with noise larger than 50 percent.
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with parallel capacitor compensated at dierent level(for remaining Cp equals to
0 fF , 1 fF and 5 fF respectively). (a) The analog output and (b) digital output
output for dierent remaining parallel capacitor.
and discharge. At this time, this inuence is not big enough to alter the reso-
nant frequency. The small spark at the analog output can be illuminated by the
hysteresis lter, therefore, the digital output only displays a phase shift but no
frequency change (red line). However when the remaining capacitor continues
to increase, it more and more inuences the output of the disk device, changing
the amplitude and phase response as stated in Chapter 3 Fig.(7) by introduce
anti resonance. The amplitude and phase don't have a monotone change with
frequency anymore. Therefore, the oscillator Barkhausen criterion can be met
for twice while the oscillator output frequency can dier far away from the res-
onant frequency of MEMS resonator as shown in Fig. (5.23) green line. In our
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Figure 5.24: Physical layout of core circuitry of the oscillator the CMOS part
including the four stage amplier, the comparator and the DC bias circuitry.
case, according to the measurement results in Chapter 4 Fig.(5) with identical
resonator pair or the theoretical prediction of the tunable capacitor at the start
of this chapter, we are able to control the remaining parallel capacitor under 1 fF,
thus in principle the oscillator circuitry can work properly.
5.8 Layout
Fig. (5.25) shows the physical layout of the core circuitry of oscillation mainly
the CMOS part, indicating the four stage amplier, the comparator and the bias
circuitry. The most important technique necessary to highlight here is the layout
of the deferential MOS pair as shown in Fig. (??) requires absolute symmetry
so that the noise on each of the transistor is the same thus producing as low as
possible noise dierential output.
The whole work on oscillator circuitry is cooperated with the Shanghai Insti-
tute of Microsystem and Information Technology (SIMIT), Chinese Academy of
Science (CAS). The remaining work on the whole layout and package is followed
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Figure 5.25: Physical layout of dierential MOS pair with cross gure congura-
tion to ensure the symmetry of the structure.
up by colleagues there. Unfortunately, during this Ph.D work, I have not enough
time to tape out.
5.9 Summary
An oscillator circuitry with CMOS 0:18m technology is designed and simulated.
It contains a tunable capacitor array for parallel capacitor compensation followed
with a four stage amplier with 45 dB gain 30 at 66MHz and a hysteresis com-
parator with phase delay of 30. The performance of the total oscillator circuitry
is veried by the simulink behavior modeling where the device noise inuence and
remaining capacitor are included as an important consideration. The simulated
results predict the proper performance of the circuit with a noise level under 1mV
and a remaining parallel capacitor under 1 fF which can be achieve in real device.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
This Ph.D project is one part of the project 'High frequency resonators for liquid
based bio/chemical diagnostics and monitoring application'. The goal of the
whole project is to develop bulk mode high frequency mechanical resonators with
respect to mass sensing application. To facilitate the ultimate goal of biochemical
sensing, the mechanical resonator will eventually have to operate in liquid. The
main object of the Ph.D project described in this thesis is to investigate the
readout circuitry for this mechanical resonator.
In the introduction, the development of MEMS devices for mass sensing ap-
plication was introduced. After comparing the resolution and areal resolution
for dierent mass sensors, including QCM, FBAR, BRR, BDR and LBAR, bulk
mode disk resonators supplying both a small resolution and areal resolution are
the most interested device. The principle of the in plane bulk disk resonator is
that any mass load on the surface of the resonator will induce a total mass change
and therefore the change of the resonant frequency. The readout system is there-
fore required for tracing the resonant frequency. Three commonly used readout
technology were discussed, the capacitive, piezoelectric and piezoresisitive read-
out. All the them are suitable for bulk disk resonator application. Capacitive
readout was utilized in this thesis work since it has been studied for years in out
group and therefore is mature.
The three types of candidate readout circuitry for capacitive readout of the
resonator were also demonstrated. First is the oscillator conguration. It is
simple compared to the second one the phase locked loop which however supplies
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a better frequency performance. The third one is the pulse mode readout which
excites the resonator for a short time and detect the free vibration after the shut
down of the input. The last technique is able to measure simultaneously the
resonant frequency, the Q factor and the parallel capacitor therefore is also able
to characterize the medium and thus a huge benet for liquid application in the
future.
In order to understand the mechanism of the resonator and facilitate the sim-
ulation and design of readout, its equivalent mechanical and electrical models
were discussed in detail. The equivalent mechanical model of the bulk resonator
is a traditional mass spring damper system, where the resonant frequency, the
eective mass and the spring constant can be calculated from the material prop-
erties and the geometry of the device. They are also determined by the vibration
mode of the resonators such as breathing mode, wine glass mode. The equivalent
electrical feedthrough capacitor, motional capacitor, inductor and resistor can
be deduced from both the mechanical model and the electromechanical coupling
coecient dened by the capacitive gap.
The coupling eect depends on the dierent measurement setup. In the mea-
surement theory chapter, the four main measurement congurations, the one port,
two port, mixing, and the dierential measurement, were discussed and thus the
full electrical model of the devices were xed. The parallel capacitor up on the
mechanical motional series RLC model has an important inuence on the ampli-
tude and phase of the frequency response. Therefore, compensation techniques
are analyzed accordingly.
The principles of the theory was veried by measurement. The frequency
sweep measurement was rst conducted on one port, tow port measurement, and
furthermore was also conducted with tunable capacitor and identical resonator
pair compensation. The phase gradient after compensation was largely increased
and thus the frequency noise was minimized eciently. Afterwards, the pulse
mode measurement was also conducted on both LBAR and disk resonators. The
measured resonant frequency, the Q factor and the parallel capacitor were con-
sistent to the measured frequency response from frequency sweep setup and also
close to the theoretical predication.Labview programmes were used to realize the
real time measurement. In addition, a gas setup was built for humidity sensing
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application with the resonator in pulse mode. The measured results demonstrated
a fast sensing of water vapor loading. Especially, the disk resonator showed a huge
frequency change with humidity thus a high sensitivity, therefore could be a per-
fect candidate but requires a a further investigation in the future. For example,
polymer coating on the surface of the resonator is able to increase the absorption
of water and thus increases the sensitivity.
Finally, in order to integrate the whole system, both the MEMS resonator
device and the readout electronics, an integrated oscillator circuitry was designed
and simulated as an initial start. It was using the CMOS 0.18 m technology
with a active lter tuned oscillator conguration, including a parallel capacitor
compensation structure, a high gain high frequency amplier and a comparator
with Schmitt trigger. The circuitry was veried at a behavior lever with Matlab
simulink. The simulated results demonstrated the feasibility of the circuitry.
However, this Ph.D work didn't have enough time for tape out. The work will
be followed by the cooperative partner.
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Nomenclature
BAW Bulk Acoustic Wave
BDR Bulk Disk Resonator
BRR Bulk Rectangular Resonator
DDA Dierential Dierence Amplier
FBAR Thin-Film Acoustic Resonator
FDA Fully Dierential Amplier
FEM Finite Element Modeling
IC Integrated Circuitry
LBAR Longitudinal Bulk Acoustic Resonator
LNA Low Noise Amplier
MEMS Micro Electro Mechanical Systems
NMES Nano Electro Mechanical Systems
PECVD Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
PLL Phase Locked Loop
Poly-Si Polycrystaline Silicon
Q Quality
QCM Quartz Crystal Microbalance
RLC Resistor Inductor Capacitor
SAW Surface Acoustic Wave
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
ST Schmitt trigger
VCO Voltage Control Oscillator
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Appendix A:
Measurement Facilities
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Figure 1: Photograph showing the experimental facilities at DTU Nanotech
DyNEMS group.
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Appendix B:
Labview Data Acquisition
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Figure 2: Labview programme of data acquisition, showing the function of every
block.
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Appendix C:
List of Publications
1.M.Tang, A.Cagliani and Z.J.Davis. Pulse mode readout on MEMS bulk disk
resonator based mass sensor. Submitted to Sensors and Actuators A.
2.L.He, M.Tang, G.Li, G.Wang and Z.J.Davis. A CMOS dierential Schmitt trig-
ger with PTAT hysteresis for precise reference oscillator in wireless sensor node.
Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems.
3.L.Yan, M.Tang, V.Krozer, V.Zhurbenko, T.Jensen, C.Jiang, T.K.Johansen.
Transmission line model for coupled rectangular split ring resonators. Submitted
to Microwave and Optical Technology Letters.
4.M.Tang, A.Cagliani, Z.J.Davis. Noise depression of parasitic capacitance for
frequency detection of micromechanical bulk disk resonator. Proceeding of the
5th IEEE International Conference on Nano/Micro Engineered and Molecular
Systems (NEMS), 2010.
5.A.Cagliani, M.Tang and Z.J.Davis. Novel pulse actuation readout scheme for
bulk disk resonator based ultrsensitive mass sensor.Proceeding of the 9th IEEE
Conference on Sensors, 2010.
6.Z.J.Davis, M.Tang, J.H.Hales, C.Bradley, N.Jalili, A.Boisen. Au nanoparti-
cle detection using silicon nitride micro/nano mechanical devices with integrated
strain gauge readout. Proceeding of the 3nd IEEE International Conference on
Nano/Micro Engineered and Molecular Systems (NEMS), 2008.
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